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Abstract: 
 
This thesis has two parts: a creative component titled The McMillan Notes; 
and an exegesis, “Its Roots Must Hold up the Sky”: Danielewski’s House of Leaves 
and Archived Trauma.  The critical component will deal with metatextual depictions 
of trauma, particularly historical trauma while the creative component will make use 
of techniques of this kind. 
The Gippsland Massacres that took place between 1840 and 1850 saw the 
murder and/or displacement of 2,000 of the Gunaikurnai people. Despite the gravity 
of the event, the Federal seat of East Gippsland is still named after the perpetrator of 
the massacres, Angus McMillan. Plaques and statues dedicated to him dot the region. 
While there have been moves to rename the seat, even from conservative factions, 
they have yet to be put into action 
The McMillan Notes refers to ancestral curse narratives to examine the effects 
of colonialism on the present and could be described as a work of Postmodern 
Australian Gothic fiction. The McMillan Notes models itself chiefly on Mark Z. 
Danielewski’s House of Leaves, a notable 2000 Postmodern Gothic novel that 
parodies academic exegesis to communicate the unrepresentability of trauma. The 
text’s metafiction is made up of a multitude of layers and framing devices that vie for 
the reader’s attention, a method employed to communicate the complex and layered 
nature of trauma itself. The McMillan Notes develops techniques used in 
Danielewski’s House of Leaves in terms of presenting itself as a critical reflection or 
exegesis of a metatextual object, utilising a variety of techniques to communicate the 
unrepresentable nature of intense trauma. The McMillan Notes is also in dialogue 
  iv 
with an earlier classic of Postmodernism, Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five, 
utilising some of the techniques Vonnegut introduced that Danielewski later refined. 
This essay acts as both an exegesis of The McMillan Notes and a formal 
analysis of House of Leaves, outlining which formal elements of Danielewski’s text 
have been adapted for the creative component as well as offering an examination of 
the historiographic elements throughout. The methodology will chiefly be concerned 
with close examination of the text itself but will also refer to a range of secondary 
sources on the text and relevant theorists. The exegesis will also discuss how 
postmodern, self-reflexive methods develop a means of communicating neglected 
historical trauma in defiance of the apparently unrepresentable nature of this trauma.  
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Critical Exegesis: 
 
“Its Roots must Hold up the Sky”: House of Leaves and Archived Trauma 
Introduction and Thesis Statement: 
Vonnegut's seminal 1969 novel Slaughterhouse Five begins with the memorable 
sentence "All this happened, more or less."1 This fragment alludes to the inherent 
inability of the realist mode to effectively communicate trauma. Those who are 
familiar with the text are well-aware that Slaughterhouse Five features time travel 
and a human zoo run by fatalistic four-dimensional aliens—so perhaps the “more or 
less” is the emphatic part of the statement. With this notable adverbial clause, 
Vonnegut sets the tone for a novel that ventures into the fantastic with the aid of 
absurd metatextual intrusions. 
In response to the difficulty faced communicating traumatic experience in a 
mimetic, autobiographic or realist manner, Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five presents 
the adjacent narrative of Billy Pilgrim.2 Pilgrim, like Vonnegut is a prisoner of war 
from the Battle of the Bulge. Vonnegut makes use of metaleptic intrusions where he 
himself appears as a background character in Billy’s story. Metalepsis in this context 
refers to the narratological usage, meaning intrusions of multiple layers of text, 
metatext and/or paratext into one another. For example: “An American near Billy 
wailed that he had excreted everything but his brains … That was I. That was me. 
That was the author of this book.”3 Through the utilisation of fantasy, metalepsis and 
                                                          
1 Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse Five, 7. 
2 Justus, “Trauma and Grief in the Unpublished Drafts of Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five,” 
542–551. 
3 Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse Five, 111.  
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distance from the subject through metatext, Vonnegut was thus able to circumvent 
the difficulties and complications inherent to realist, mimetic portrayals of trauma.4  
The trauma Vonnegut experienced at Dresden was something that he could 
not effectively communicate without calculated metatextual distance and fantastic 
metalepsis, and the reception of the novel demonstrates that these methods proved 
effective at doing so. Ann Rigney used Vonnegut’s novel as an example of how a 
postmodern text could “exemplify the power of creative writers to capture the past … 
and hence to complement the work of historians by treating subjects that historians 
had neglected and doing so in ways that would enhance their impact.”5 Rigney 
further asserts that Slaughterhouse Five “seems to have helped make people aware in 
very general terms that ‘Dresden’ was a significant event.”6 The McMillan Notes 
hopes (as Slaughterhouse Five did with Dresden) to draw attention to the historical 
trauma of the Gippsland Massacres, and to bring into question the colonial 
mythology that continues to obfuscate it. The McMillan Notes further attempts to 
communicate this trauma using some of the techniques utilised in Mark Z. 
Danielewski’s House of Leaves, which like Slaughterhouse Five utilises mediated 
distance from the subject to convey incommunicable trauma.  
If Vonnegut, along with contemporaries like John Barth, Thomas Pynchon, 
and Ishmael Reed, were the flagship writers of the first generation of American 
postmodernists, contemporaries like David Foster Wallace and Danielewski 
represent the logical conclusion of the movement through the elaboration and 
refinement of the techniques and motifs explored by their predecessors, particularly 
in their even greater proliferation of multimedia sublimation, pastiche and irony. 
                                                          
4 Justus, “Trauma and Grief,” 542–551. 
5 Rigney, “All this Happened More or Less”, 7. 
6 Ibid., 9. 
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Danielewski's 2000 cult novel House of Leaves is the embodiment of literary 
postmodernism, from heavily metatextual parody and pastiche to typographical 
experiments; it is the marriage of high and low cultural elements and encyclopaedic 
multimedia critical analysis. What House of Leaves perhaps does most 
idiosyncratically, however, is to adopt the outward appearance of mimesis, while 
constantly undermining the effectiveness of mimetic or realist portrayal. It does this 
through an extensive set of framing narratives around a metatextual object, with each 
of the authorial layers intruding on one another and vying for authority, constituting 
a kind of logical progression from the manner of metatextual play Vonnegut partook 
of in in the first chapter and his several subsequent metaleptic intrusions in 
Slaughterhouse Five. 
Through layers of framing metatext and paratext, House of Leaves at first 
appears formally as an extensive exegesis of a documentary called The Navidson 
Record, a kind of found-footage horror depicting a family’s peril at the hands of a 
house containing a sinister, empty-centred labyrinth that changes shape at will and in 
response to the psyche of those who enter it. Penned by the deceased self-taught 
critic Zampanò, whose incomplete notes come into the hands of apprentice tattoo 
artist Johnny Truant, this section constitutes not only a synopsis of the film rendered 
in shot-by-shot detail, but also an extensive analysis that branches across many 
disciplines in a manner reminiscent of the encyclopaedic style of Thomas Pynchon 
and David Foster Wallace.  
The book is quick to stress that the film itself, by all accounts, does not exist. 
To drive the lack of a material subject home further, the book asserts that Zampanò 
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“hadn’t seen a thing since the mid-fifties ... He was as blind as a bat.”7 Zampanò’s 
exegesis thus becomes the simulacrum as the reader is walked through lush, faux-
mimetic descriptions of the cinematography and editing of a film that was never 
filmed, and whose author could not have perceived it if it had been. Johnny Truant, 
another framing character who is depicted as the compiler of Zampanò’s notes, 
drives this point home when he stresses that, “You can look, I have, but no matter 
how long you search, you will never find The Navidson Record … furthermore, most 
of what’s been said by famous people has been made up … as for the books cited in 
the footnotes, a good portion of them are fictitious.” (HoL, xix-xx.) 
Zampanò’s own criticism, listed mostly as footnotes to his text separate to 
Johnny’s own, quotes an eclectic mix of critical sources, some of which are from real 
theorists, some of which are invented entirely, and some of which involve invented 
quotes attributed to real theorists. Michael Hemmingson aptly describes it as a 
“scholarly framework that is illusory yet imitates (remediates) a serious façade.”8 To 
further complicate an academic piece on a hypothetical subject riddled with false 
quotes, Johnny’s annotations to Zampanò’s text make up an entire novel of their own 
in the footnotes, documenting his adventures in LA and its surrounds as his 
obsession with Zampanò’s monograph and his traumatic past slowly unravel his 
psyche. These two texts receive an appendix each, one of which is extensive enough 
that Danielewski later published it as a separate novella called The Whalestoe 
Letters, documenting the correspondences from Johnny’s institutionalised mother, 
while the other is a miscellany of poems and notes from both Zampanò and Johnny. 
                                                          
7 Danielewski, House of Leaves, xxi. Due to proliferation of references to the text, House of Leaves 
will henceforth be referenced in-text with either the page number, or the page number and the initials, 
“HoL”. 
8 Hemmingson, “What’s Beneath the Floorboards,” 276. 
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These texts contextualise both Truant and Zampanò as characters, giving an insight 
into past and formative traumas. Both the exegesis and Truant’s footnotes are 
commented on, in turn, by a team of anonymous editors, before finally the reader is 
left to decipher a fifth coded narrative in the index. 
 Ultimately, we are presented with five separate texts curling into a labyrinth 
with an empty centre where the non-existent referent resides, a labyrinth composed 
of linguistic structures that functions to frame its vaporous, innermost core. 
Likewise, when, within the story, one of Danielewski’s characters finally reaches the 
centre of the labyrinth in the house, much like the search for the documentary itself, 
there is revealed to be nothing there in the most visceral sense. When we understand 
the house is the labyrinth, and its substance is the text (or the pages; the leaves) 
suddenly the meaning of the title becomes apparent. The house and the book are 
inseparable; the book’s structures, both formal and narrative, mimic the labyrinth 
they depict. The house’s meaning cannot be construed, because as none of the 
framing layers have ontological priority none of the layers can exist without 
mediative interpretation. The house does, however, react to the trauma of its 
occupants. 
The influential critic Raymond Federman has argued that the self-reflexive, 
postmodern novel “circles upon itself, cancels itself, and instead of moving towards a 
resolution or conclusion, it seems to stumble relentlessly toward a gap at the centre 
of the book, toward a GREAT HOLE.”9 In House of Leaves, this process becomes 
material; the phenomenon Federman describes is enacted as the reader is confronted 
with the weight of the unknowable and the unrepresentable. Trauma makes up a 
                                                          
9 Federman, “Fiction Today or the Pursuit of Non-Knowledge,” 9. 
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large part of the novel’s themes, and in many ways the recurring absences of the 
story represent these themes. These absences recall Vonnegut’s remarks regarding 
Dresden; namely, that “the centre had been pulled right out of the story”.10 
Danielewski’s centre is absent, or absence. It is itself absent of explanation or 
concrete meaning; a placeholder for the unknown that we can only process through 
interpretation and remediation. “Remediation” in the context of this essay refers to 
both the therapeutic and critical usages of the term, the latter referring to the re-
framing and re-addressing of the subject. Danielewski himself argued for this kind of 
a reading in an interview: 
Pretty soon you begin to notice that at every level in the novel some act of 
interpretation is going on. … Why? Well, there are many reasons, but the most 
important one is that everything we encounter involves an act of interpretation on 
our part ... We believe that our memories keep us in direct touch with what has 
happened. But memory never puts us in touch with anything directly; it's always 
interpretive, reductive, a complicated compression of information. In House of 
Leaves you're always encountering texts where some kind of intrusion’s taking 
place. The reason? No one—repeat no one—is ever presented with the sacred truth, 
in books or in life.11 
The sacred truth is absent and, in postmodern texts generally, this truth is always a 
“great hole” according to Federman, which can be excavated through text that 
“affirms its own autonomy by exposing its own lies.”12 Federman argues that such a 
work “tells stories that openly claim to be invented, to be false, inauthentic; it 
dismisses absolute knowledge and what passes for reality”.13 Federman’s assertions 
                                                          
10 Standish, “Kurt Vonnegut: Playboy Interview.” 
11 McAffery and Gregory, “Haunted House – An Interview with Mark Z. Danielewski”, 121.  
12 Federman, “Fiction Today or the Pursuit of Non-Knowledge,” 9-10 
13 Ibid. 
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are particularly relevant when we concern ourselves with the depiction of trauma. 
Mediation, both on the part of the writer and reader, is present upon all layers of 
Danielewski’s text. This complexity is further compounded when the textual 
intrusion of each layer onto one another purposely leaves the reader with an authorial 
mystery not unlike that of Vladimir Nabokov’s Pale Fire, only without the 
possibility of resolution, which, as Brian Boyd argues at length, might be found in 
Pale Fire.14 All layers of text hint that they may implicate the “original author,” but 
the inherent contradiction of at least three competing metatexts does not give way to 
a conclusion, only further remediation and interpretation. For Danielewski, there is 
no “sacred text”15 within the book, and as Nicholas Lord explains: “All fictional texts 
require such strategies to some degree, but while traditional realist fiction attempts to 
conceal the markers of its own fictionality, House of Leaves flaunts them as a 
condition of its existence … texts such as this have at their disposal a range of 
compositional techniques that can be employed in the exposition of realism’s 
illusions.”16 As the postmodern philosopher Jean-Francois Lyotard remarked, 
“Simplifying to the extreme, I define postmodernism … as incredulity toward 
metanarratives.”17 If the realism that has been the dominant mode of narration and 
indeed depiction altogether can be understood as a pervasive metanarrative, then 
House of Leaves demonstrates the postmodern through its array of compositional 
techniques that undermine, or even attempt to refute this default state of affairs.  
House of Leaves applies these compositional techniques to represent trauma 
                                                          
14 Boyd, Nabokov’s Pale Fire: The Magic of Artistic Discovery. 
15 McAffery and Gregory, “Haunted House– An Interview with Mark Z. Danielewski”, 121. 
16 Lord, “Metafiction, the Symbolic, and the Real in Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves,” 466. 
17 Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, xxiv. 
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precisely in response to the difficulties inherent to attempting to do so in a realist 
mode. 
While House of Leaves expresses the postmodern ethos of scepticism towards 
universal notions of truth and metanarratives, its complex instances of metatextual 
framing, metonymy, metalepsis, and remediation all point to the recalcitrant nature 
of trauma. David Boothroyd argues that the complexities of the house’s labyrinth and 
its empty centre are representative of the blank—the unknown and incommunicable 
aspects of unclaimed traumatic memory, akin to that which Vonnegut describes in 
his interview.18  
While the certainty of Boothroyd’s claim is debatable in a text so concerned 
with semiotic uncertainty, trauma is as much a part of the leaves that house the 
labyrinth as the notion of absence, or the universalism of acts of interpretation.  The 
following section will discuss House of Leaves in relation to historical trauma and its 
narrative representation to pave the way for the use of similar techniques in The 
McMillan Notes. 
 
  
                                                          
18  Boothroyd, “Metaleptic Transgression and Traumatic Experience: The "empty rooms, long 
hallways, and dead ends" of House of Leaves”. 
Standish, “Kurt Vonnegut: Playboy Interview.” 
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Synopsis: Layers of the House of Leaves: 
House of Leaves begins with an introduction from Johnny Truant, who is depicted as 
a countercultural twenty-something earning a living in L.A. as an apprentice tattoo 
artist. Johnny addresses the reader, asserting from the first page that, “This is not for 
you,” (HoL, x.) before the brief introduction begins. The neighbour of Johnny’s best 
friend has died suddenly. After finding an amassed assortment of notes amidst what 
are suspected to be the claw marks of some unidentified creature, Johnny takes it 
upon himself to compile and annotate the deceased Zampanò’s magnum opus, noting 
from the get-go that the elderly critic had in fact been blind since the 1950s and, 
furthermore, that no record of the film mentioned in the text exists.  
 Zampanò’s text then begins with Johnny’s story continuing in the footnotes. 
Acclaimed photojournalist Will Navidson (based, as will be discussed below, on the 
real-life photojournalist Kevin Carter), his wife Karen and their children move from 
New York to a house on Ash Tree Lane, in the suburbs of unspecified part of 
Virginia to make a fresh start to their relationship. Navidson intends to make a 
documentary about the family’s cathartic move, placing motion-activated Hi-8 video 
cameras around the building: the genesis of the film being synopsised and analysed.  
The house on Ash Tree Lane is not all it seems to be, however, when an 
internal measurement reveals it to be a quarter-inch bigger on the inside than the 
outside. The help of Will’s tradesman brother Tom and his professor friend Billy 
offers no respite from the uncanniness of what the latter deems “a goddamn spatial 
rape” (55). The violation of spatiality does not end there, however. After a weekend 
away, the Navidsons return to find that a new hallway has hewn itself in the house’s 
living room. When measured, it takes five-and-a-half minutes to traverse the 
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hallway, further indicating the spatial and dimensional violations that are a 
mysterious property of the house. 
The hallway in the living room proves to be even more uncanny than at first 
thought, giving way to an infinitely dark and deep labyrinth that can change shape at 
any time. It soon becomes apparent that the house’s form and its effect on those who 
enter it is conductive of their psychology. It reacts according to both the wants and 
traumas of those who intrude in a manner not unlike the trope of the malevolent 
genie, or the punishments of Dante’s Inferno.19 Navidson, in addition to Tom and 
Billy, enlists a crew of explorers to plumb the depths of the labyrinth, not knowing 
(or perhaps knowing on some level but refusing to acknowledge) what the house will 
take as recompense for his intrusion. In addition to synopsising the film, Zampanò 
peppers his text with discussions of a number of interpretative observations, alluding 
to Freud’s uncanny, the audio-acoustics of the labyrinth in relation to both science 
and Greek myth—as well as discussing the myth of the Minotaur and the labyrinth, 
and juxtaposing these with extravagant typographical elements through which the 
text reacts to both the plot of the documentary and the underpinning theoretical 
discussions. The labyrinthine nature of the text is demonstrated by how this essay 
acts as a synopsis of a synopsis, with the source of the original synopsis remaining 
absent: the labyrinth’s centre. 
 While this action occurs in the body of the text, in the footnotes we gradually 
get to know Johnny Truant, who begins to suffer hallucinations that seem to be as 
anchored in the imagery of The Navidson Record and Zampanò’s critical analysis of 
it as they are in his own intensely traumatic past. Ultimately, as the recounting of the 
                                                          
19 Dawson, “Infernal Phenomenal Reference and Trauma in Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves,” 
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film’s plot progresses, his obsession with the text begins to consume him and he falls 
into vagrancy and paranoia (HoL xi-xxiii). 
 As both these texts conclude, we are provided with two appendices: one for 
Johnny and one for Zampanò. The former is mostly comprised of letters from 
Johnny’s mentally-ill mother Pelafina, who was institutionalised early in Johnny’s 
life, which are as beautifully penned as they are confronting. The latter is a 
miscellany of discarded notes and fragments that hint at Zampanò’s melancholy past 
(537-709). 
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Postmodernism, Mimesis and Personal Trauma: Johnny, Karen and Holloway 
Conor Dawson begins his essay on House of Leaves by noting that trauma “is often 
theorized as being unrepresentable or beyond phenomenal reference.”20 The 
theoretical basis for his argument seems largely steeped in Cathy Caruth’s seminal 
text on trauma in literature, Unclaimed Experience, which uses this concept as one of 
its central ideas.21 He goes on to argue, “Danielewski’s twisted contemporary 
surrealism explores a severely traumatized individual’s fallen psyche.”22 In his focus 
on Johnny’s narrative, what Dawson tends to overlook is how pervasive this 
methodology is throughout the text. As Boothroyd notices in his literature review, 
“Dawson’s discussion of trauma, […] relates all instances back to Johnny, one of 
three primary narrators in the novel.”23 Indeed, if Johnny’s trauma is a pertinent 
discussion, then so too is that of all the other major characters. Boothroyd argues that 
a good deal of the criticism of House of Leaves is too quick to reduce the novel to its 
components, which Dawson’s discussion of trauma tends to repeat; and while this is 
forgivable given the complexity of the text, the gap in the literature remains.24 This 
compartmentalisation of criticism is particularly prevalent in Dawson’s focus on 
Truant when indeed, the discussion of trauma is pertinent to the analysis of every 
major character in the text.  
The enactment of remediation that structures House of Leaves’ narrative is 
equally present in its representation of trauma. Even within the self-confessed 
metatextual object that is The Navidson Record, all references to past trauma are 
                                                          
20 Dawson, “Infernal Phenomenal Reference and Trauma in Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves,” 
284. 
21 Caruth, Unclaimed Experience, 3-7. 
22 Dawson, “Infernall Phenomenal Reference,” 288. 
23 Boothroyd, “Metaleptic Transgression and Traumatic Experience in House of Leaves,” 4. 
24 Ibid., 1-5. 
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remediated through Zampanò’s criticism, and even then, principally through quoted 
sources. Jennifer Ryan argues that the characters “sense that no representational 
category can correctly articulate their experiences.”25 Zampanò attempts to articulate 
these experiences, but his mimetic recounting falls short, which he acknowledges 
through saying: “In spite of the enormous quantity of home footage obviously 
available, for some reason calamities of the past still do not appear.” (HoL, 58) 
Zampanò is only partially correct in his assertion; for like so many of the nuances of 
this text, it relies not on appearance, but inference.  
 The various critics Zampanò quotes speculate at several points on the way in 
which the house is reactive to the psychology of those who encounter it (21-23, 165, 
387-407). Regarding trauma as a motif in House of Leaves, Dawson argues that this 
reactiveness is most obvious in The Navidson Record, “as the subterranean 
psychescape of the labyrinth mutates in order to inspire subjective fears in each 
individual explorer.”26 
When the doorway to the labyrinth first appears in the house, it may be 
inferred that the qualities of its spatiality are responding to Karen, Will’s de-facto 
partner and former model turned homemaker.27 The labyrinth is a dark, enclosed 
space. This seems to be sinisterly convenient: Karen has pathological claustrophobia, 
which one of Zampanò’s sources (a psychiatrist who treated Karen) states that they, 
“suspect stem(s) from an early childhood betrayal” (HoL, 59). Karen’s chronic illness 
                                                          
25 Ryan “The Omphalos of All We Are,” 149. 
26 Dawson, “Infernal Phenomenal Reference and Trauma in Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves,” 
288. 
27 It may be worth noting that very little criticism concerning Karen exists; I myself have written 
several essays about her character, but of the forty-one journal articles, papers and theses consulted 
before this thesis was written, only Shastri devoted more than one paragraph to Karen whose 
characterisation largely exists to parody previous depictions of traumatised women. 
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results in paralysing panic attacks that are speculated to increase in frequency with 
the threat of emotional intimacy. 
Quoting Virgina Posah, a fictional psychoanalytic feminist critic whose 
authorial pedigree includes work on Sylvia Plath, Toni Morrison and Shakespeare’s 
Ophelia, Zampanò adds to this speculation. Posah describes Karen as having the 
semblance of a mentally healthy, confident and fearless adolescent until, “By the 
time she turned fifteen, all of that was gone. She hardly spoke in class. She refused to 
function in any sort of school event, and rather than discuss her feelings she deferred 
the world with a hard and perfectly practiced smile” (58). 
Karen does not discuss her trauma, nor does Navidson. What Zampanò offers 
in relation to Karen’s past is not even from the footage of The Navidson Record, but 
from secondary sources. Later in the book, the reader is privy to the admission that 
Karen’s sister Linda described, while on a talk show, their sexual abuse at the hands 
of their stepfather. She divulged that, “he took both girls to an old farmhouse where 
he forced Karen (age fourteen) down into a well and left her there while he raped 
Linda. Later, he forced Linda down the well and did the same to Karen” (347). While 
it is reiterated that neither Karen nor Navidson will comment on this, in what may be 
a morbidly humorous gesture at attempts to understand the entirety of the book itself, 
Zampanò says: “More than likely no one will ever learn whether or not the stories 
about the well and Karen’s stepfather are true” (348). 
Still, the reference to Karen’s age does not seem at odds with the accounts of 
when her behaviour changed so drastically, but as the reader discovers with 
subsequent notions of trauma, the crisis of representation regarding these experiences 
does not ever permit a direct address. Shastri notes with regards to Karen’s possible 
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abuse that, “these debates are characterised not just by contradiction but also by 
progressive vagueness and the difficulty of establishing an incontrovertible truth”— 
a notion that persists throughout the text.28 This can be applied equally to both 
personal and historical trauma, as the reader soon discovers. 
Johnny, the hero of the footnotes, has perhaps the least mediated trauma of 
the text, since it is directly recounted to us. Early in the process of compiling 
Zampanò’s notes, while he is at work one day, he is accosted by the shade of a semi-
corporeal monster with jagged teeth and sizeable talons; perhaps the same one that is 
implied to patrol Navidson’s labyrinth, perhaps the source of the claw marks on the 
recently-deceased Zampanò’s floor. After falling down a set of stairs and spilling 
dark tattoo ink all over himself, he comes to, realising he has had some form of panic 
attack or hallucination. Disturbingly, however, there are marks on his neck that seem 
to be attributed to claws of some sort.  
Later, Johnny informs the reader that his mother, Pelafina, was 
institutionalised after having attempted to murder Johnny as a child. He has no 
recollection of this as the memory is repressed, and he has only been informed 
through her own hysterical letters of apology, which the reader becomes privy to in 
the appendices. Pelafina describes the way in which her “long, purple, ridiculous” 
nails left “some half-moon cuts” on the back of Johnny’s neck before she was taken 
away to the institution (HoL, 630).  We never hear an account from Johnny, as his 
own trauma is mediated through the accounts of others, and it is not until five-
hundred-and-fifty-eight pages later that it is contextualised; indeed, we do not even 
hear of this account until nearly three hundred pages after the hallucinatory sequence 
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(380). The book is at once sly and explicit in this connection. While there is no 
appearance of the word on the page, the Index lists the last page of Johnny’s 
hallucination under “mother”, and a footnote from the editor suggests reading the 
appendix for context into Johnny’s “impenetrable” writings, covertly directing the 
reader to unravel Johnny’s metaleptic trauma (72). Johnny’s accounts, despite not 
being sourced from his own recollection, are perhaps one of the most explicit 
depictions of trauma and yet, these are second-hand accounts obfuscating a repressed 
memory. While it manifests in a vivid hallucination, this is an obscure link that the 
reader must dig for. Yet, the gradual reveal of this through snippets is more effective 
than a gruellingly rendered account of Johnny’s mother’s violence. His own memory 
has become the dead centre of the labyrinth, empty as the void. This is a notion that 
runs concurrently with Caruth’s foundational theories on representations of trauma, 
both in the idea that trauma is experienced in retrospect through “uncanny 
repetition,” or re-experience, and that it presents a conundrum in terms of the ways in 
which it is communicated, as there are linguistic impediments in place when trauma 
must be understood as much as a process of not knowing as knowing, absence or a 
blank as much as repetition.29 This dichotomy between what can and cannot be 
known seems of central importance to House of Leaves’ handling of the subject. 
As we follow to the end of Johnny’s narrative arc, after he has finished 
compiling Zampanò’s notes and thus also completing the Navidson’s arc through 
recount, he travels to Three Attic Whalestoe Institute, where his mother spent much 
of his life and eventually died, following his traversal across much of America as a 
vagrant while he searched for any trace of The Navidson Record. As he reaches the 
room where she hanged herself with her sheets, his repressed memory comes 
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flooding back: Johnny’s mother never attempted to kill him. His real trauma was the 
five-and-a-half minutes as his mother was led away from him to be interned, echoing 
the first anomalous hallway the Navidsons encountered (HoL, 4, 60). Whether it was 
her delusions were simply a device to help Johnny let her go, the story was entirely 
invented. The marks on his neck could easily be explained by any number of 
Johnny’s misadventures, not least his violent adolescence, or the beatings at the 
hands of his foster father (92-93, 325, 593-604). Johnny’s memories and the roots of 
his trauma then, much like the labyrinth and the semiotic journey of the text, reach a 
conclusion of absence, and their communication is contingent on heteroglossia as 
Johnny’s own wounded voice alone is inadequate. 
Back inside Navidson’s labyrinth, Holloway is the de-facto leader of the trio 
of explorers Navidson, Reston and Tom enlist to plumb the house’s depths. With an 
impressive pedigree as an intrepid mountaineer, hunter and conqueror of all things 
natural, Holloway’s nerves of steel and endless machismo make him the least likely 
candidate to break down entirely from the house’s effects (80). Until, of course, he 
does exactly this. On the eighth day of the exploration as supplies run low, the other 
two explorers mutiny, beginning the journey home despite Holloway’s objections. 
Holloway ignores their coaxing to return with them and alights to hunt the beast he 
imagines is the source of the distant roaring sound of the labyrinth. As the house 
convolutes upon itself, startled at what he assumed to be the beast, Holloway 
accidentally shoots Jed in the shoulder. Fearing prison time because of his actions, he 
begins to hunt his former crewmates in earnest. Ranting and raving about removing 
witnesses, he goes on a shooting spree and eventually murders Wax before Navidson 
and Reston rescue the wounded Jed (107-151, 193-245). After Navidson, Reston and 
Jed make their escape, Hi-8 footage shows Holloway rambling about being stalked 
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by the beast he has pursued as he wanders for days, his sanity slipping before he 
finally succumbs and shoots himself in the chest. The darkness consumes his corpse 
as if it were the beast he hunted (333-338).  
Based on this account, it would be easy to assume that Holloway is a minor 
distraction, or even simply a pacing mechanism—his villainy thrusts the Navidson 
record into one of only two sections where it is written and paced in a realist mode. 
Like Karen and Johnny, however, Holloway’s character runs deeper than his outright 
appearance and is contingent on formational trauma that is never made explicit in the 
same layer of narration. 
Several chapters later, we are introduced to reports from Holloway’s 
psychiatrist who notes that he suffers from extreme feelings of inadequacy and 
frequent suicidal ideation. According to what he has divulged to the therapist, his 
feelings of inadequacy stem from when (“not being good at team sports”) he was 
rejected for a prominent position in his high school football team, prompting the 
“doe-like” girl he was courting to leave him for the boy who did get the position. 
(328-29). His first case of suicidal ideation took place when he, as a young man, shot 
a doe thinking it was a buck, to his father’s disappointment (328-29). While this may 
seem an extreme reaction, in buck hunting it is considered taboo, or indeed a blunder 
of the utmost proportions to kill a doe when a buck of a certain size is effectively the 
“goal” of the sport; it is symbolic of failure. Thus, the doe that Holloway shot by 
accident becomes Holloway’s albatross, inextricably linked to both traumas. 
The beast of the labyrinth is never seen, and indeed there is some debate from 
Zampanò’s sources as to whether there is a beast at all or if the distant roaring (that 
never seems to get closer) is simply the sound of the house changing its architecture 
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(95, 123-124, 370-371). However, the notion of the beast both inside and outside the 
film seems to take on a certain significance. While it is entirely uncertain as to 
whether the beast that haunts Johnny’s imagination is even the same one that is 
speculated to roam the labyrinth, the beast thus becomes a recurrent motif in the face 
of personal trauma. In the house’s ironic manner of wish-fulfilment, Holloway, a 
professional hunter, who was unable to find anything of substance in the deep 
emptiness of the house’s bowels is given a concrete objective to pursue; his fear of 
inadequacy is put at ease by the presentation of something he can be adequate at: 
hunting. Yet, much as he did as a boy, once again he takes a shot and hits something 
he didn’t mean to, to the tune of catastrophe. His misplaced shot re-enacts his trauma 
of the doe, which re-conjures the earlier trauma of his adolescent rejection. As with 
Karen’s claustrophobia, the irony thus comes full-circle: the house’s machinations 
enact the re-experiencing of trauma, while the manner of narration invokes the 
problem of communication through mediated distance. 
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The House and The History: Will Navidson, Zampanò and the Jamestown 
Colony 
While House of Leaves’ action is entirely fictitious, there are elements of history and 
historiography peppered throughout. Although a semiotic vacuum may exist at the 
centre of the text in terms of narrative, epistemology, and even form, no text exists in 
a vacuum; despite its complexity, House is no exception. Linda Hutcheon, who 
coined the term, defines historiographic metafiction as works,  
Which are both intensely self-reflexive and yet paradoxically also lay claim to 
historical events and personages … In most of the critical work on postmodernism, it 
is narrative—be it in literature, history, or theory—that has usually been the major 
focus of attention. Historiographic metafiction incorporates all three of these 
domains: that is, its theoretical self-awareness of history and fiction as human 
constructs (historiographic metafiction) is made the grounds for its rethinking and 
reworking of the forms and contents of the past.30  
While the realisation of historiographic metafiction is clearly the aim of The 
McMillan Notes, there are also elements of it in House of Leaves, and like most of 
the disparate themes and motifs in Danielewski’s text, trauma is the unifying subtext. 
House of Leaves is clearly historiographical in the sense that it examines history, but 
also less obviously, as Jennifer Ryan suggests: “It participates, as a self-contained 
entity, in the processes of history-making as much as do its narrators,” illustrating the 
“difficulties inherent to such history-making when every representation of an event 
or person is both subjective and subject to others’ rereading.”31 Much as it represents 
a collage-like patchwork of trauma through its multiplicity of narrative levels and 
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their overlappings, it also mimics historiography in the process. The many sources of 
Zampanò’s work indicate the many voices of history as much as his narrator’s 
voices. Thus, if the text mirrors history, and it mirrors trauma, could not such a 
methodology also mirror historical trauma? 
 The most recurrent example of the incorporation of real-world history and 
historical figures in House of Leaves is the character of Will Navidson. While 
Navidson is Danielewski’s creation through and through, even tempered with aspects 
of autobiography, the historical referent of Pulitzer Prize-winning photojournalist 
Kevin Carter is undeniable.  
It is heavily implied that the way in which Navidson is prone to behaviour 
that endangers himself, and a certain degree of identification with absence may be in 
part due to his narcissistic, elusive parents (22-23). This is almost certainly an 
autobiographical element by the author’s own admission, based on the contents of 
the extensive interview with McAffery and Gregory.32 While this is of course a 
factor, it is implied that the prime motivation for his final exploration of the house 
(from which he did not expect to return) was driven by the guilt of his past; namely, 
the photograph of the starving African child that made his career and the death of his 
brother, Tom at the hands of the house. The book itself ties Navidson to Carter 
explicitly in a paragraph where the photo is described in detail:  
As the world remembers, the renowned image shows a Sudanese child dying of 
starvation, too weak to move even though a vulture stalks her from behind. [336—
This is clearly based on Kevin Carter’s 1994 Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph of a 
vulture preying on a tiny Sudanese girl who collapsed on her way to a feeding 
centre. Carter enjoyed many accolades for the shot but was also accused of gross 
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insensitivity. The Florida St. Petersburg Times wrote: “The man adjusting his lens to 
take just the right frame of her suffering might just as well be a predator, another 
vulture on the scene.” Regrettably constant exposure to violence and deprivation, 
coupled with an increased dependency on drugs exacted a high price. On July 27, 
1994 Carter killed himself. — Ed.] (HoL, 368.) 
This is not to say that Navidson is an outright fictionalisation of Carter. Indeed, 
Navidson is depicted as a Vietnam War veteran, while Kevin Carter was an infant 
during the conflict (367). Furthermore, Carter left via air immediately after snapping 
the photo, whereas Navidson, more sympathetically, attempted to run with the child 
for help before the child perished in his arms, to his unending torment (391-393). 
While Navidson did not commit suicide via exhaust-into-cabin like Carter, his final 
descent into the house embodies that all-encompassing death-wish all the same. By 
this point in the novel the house had claimed three lives and it has been assumed that 
Navidson’s return to the labyrinth is a suicide mission. The text, as it did with 
Holloway’s doe, likens the African child to Navidson’s albatross; catastrophe stems 
from his choice to “shoot” the subject, and it consequentially haunts him forever 
after (17; 394). Zampanò’s sources cite three psychological theories as to why 
Navidson returned to the house, two of which are based around Navidson’s guilt, 
identification with the void and ultimately, longing for death as a manifestation of 
this (384-407). As in all instances, the reader is not privy to this in the same level of 
narration as the character’s story. Once again, the text takes the crisis of 
representation regarding trauma and manages to portray it through metaleptic 
transposition, whereby the inference takes place on one narrative level but the 
completion of the communication finishes on another, through a detached secondary 
source. This is highly effective as it subverts the way in which the effects of trauma 
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mar their own retelling. At one point, Navidson writes to Karen trying to explain his 
motivations in his suicide mission but the hysterical drunken letters fall short of a 
complete explanation without Zampanò’s additional commentary to contextualise 
them (389-393). With Navidson’s climactic action being partially derived from 
Carter’s characterisation, it is not difficult to see how Danielewski unwittingly (or 
wittingly) introduced and questioned historical referents and fragments, using 
remediated methods to communicate these traumas. Navidson is not alone in his 
inspiration, however. 
 If Johnny’s trauma is the least-remediated in terms of directness of 
communication to the reader, then Zampanò’s is the most remediated. It is so 
obscure, in fact, that it requires research and knowledge outside of the text to infer, 
unlike all the others which contain the information in another paratextual layer. We 
are told from the outset of the text that Zampanò had been blind since the “mid-
fifties” (xxi).  
One of Zampanò’s readers said,  
“She had come over one morning and found him in “a terrible way.” … “he told me 
it was heart trouble. ‘Just old heart-ache matters,’ he said. As I eventually found out, 
Zampanò had seven names he would occasionally mention: Beatrice, Gabrielle, 
Anne-Marie, Dominique, Eliane, Isabelle and Claudine. He apparently only brought 
them up when he was disconsolate and for whatever reason dragged back into some 
dark tangled time.” (xxii)  
Individually, these two snippets mean very little, but when combined they take on a 
new significance. The seven names that Zampanò recites are not lost lovers, but the 
names of the French fortified headquarters during the battle of Dien Bien Phu at the 
closing of the first Indochina war, a historical event that is never elaborated on 
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beyond these hints. Furthermore, the Indochina War concluded at the end of 1954, 
with the detention camps consisting of French prisoners continuing into the next 
year: the mid-1950’s Whether or not Zampanò’s eyesight was lost in the battle or his 
subsequent internment as a prisoner of war, the dates coincide perfectly. It is hinted 
at further when Zampanò confesses later during the book in a rare break from his 
pseudo-academic style that, “I have killed many men” (137; 546). It is further 
affirmed that Zampanò has a military background in the appendices, where we find a 
letter he wrote to a magazine concerning the intricacies of trench guns from roughly 
the same period just discussed (554). While certainly Zampanò has other instances of 
trauma, such as the French section in the appendices where he alludes to having lost 
a wife and son, it is fair to assume that his trauma is anchored in Dien Bien Phu. 
Given that he was obviously not Viet Minh, he would have had to have been 
captured at the end of the battle. The camps at Dien Bien Phu had a 70% mortality 
rate, according to French records, derived from one of their government 
publications.33 While seven lovers, as Johnny notes, is more believable than one 
mythical Helen of Troy figure, understanding the immensity of the horror of Dien 
Bien Phu seems yet a more plausible nomenclature for Zampanò’s night terrors 
(xxii). 
Danielewski has here drawn the incommunicability of trauma to its logical 
conclusion. Danielewski requires the reader to possess knowledge imparted nowhere 
in the text to be able to unravel Zampanò’s trauma. Unlike other instances of 
remediation where the completion of the portrayal is deferred to another textual 
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layer, the paratext here becomes history at large, and the metaleptic intrusions bleed 
out onto the wider world itself.  
 Finally, even the house that can defy the laws of physics cannot, it would 
seem, equally defy history. The house in all its uncanny splendour takes several cues 
from Hooper and Spielberg’s 1980s film Poltergeist. The fantastic implosion of the 
building that murders Tom, for example, is almost certainly influenced by the finale 
of that film. Hayles argues that House of Leaves is “A metaphysical inquiry worlds 
away from the likes of The Amityville Horror.”34 Danielewski seems to have taken 
the fond parody of the haunted house steeped in colonial American history a step 
further. It is revealed, following the house’s violent eruption, that the property on 
Ash Tree Lane stands where the Jamestown colony suffered horrific losses during a 
period known as The Starving Time. Zampanò includes extracts from a diary 
supposedly found next to two frozen corpses in that area that describes their 
starvation, before they uncover a mysterious set of stairs (HoL, 410-14), The 
appendix of the book includes a later aside that says that a later collective of 
colonists found a set of stairs leading directly into the ground, above which a 
building was constructed (551). The Navidson’s house, perhaps?  
Hagood claims that, regarding this subplot, “House of Leaves suggests that, in 
addition to individual psychological suffering, it is also communal guilt over the 
conquest of land that produces spatial anxiety.”35 After Karen speaks with the real-
estate agent who sold the Navidsons their diabolical house and is informed of the 
Jamestown link, Zampanò describes colony president John Smith (Of Pocahontas 
fame) as having “held the village together” (HoL, 409). Hagood humorously remarks 
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that, “Even a cursory knowledge of history reveals this account to be one-sided at 
best. Zampanò’s credibility as a historian reaches a new low when he adds that, with 
‘the naming of Jamestown as the Virginia capital, the colony survived’” (410). If 
there is anything this novel has taught us it is that naming is never a means of 
liberation but, rather, a gesture of violence and ownership.”36 While Hagood, and 
indeed Danielewski himself, assume a certain degree of knowledge from the reader 
with regards to the Jamestown colony (certainly, the dark humour of this passage is 
largely contingent on knowing that the Jamestown colony is more or less 
synonymous with disaster in American folklore), Hagood is correct in his assertion 
that Zampanò is indeed a poor historian: the hundreds of colonists who the original 
shipments were comprised of fell to approximately forty who abandoned the colony 
following their harrowing near-miss, dying of starvation, disease and conflict with 
the local first nations population. The survivors dissipated elsewhere, and although a 
later set of colonists reinhabited the area, the Jamestown colony that the book refers 
to was all but brought to ruin.  
In this sense, Danielewski has subverted the trope that links many older 
works of American house-centric horror such as Poltergeist and The Amityville 
Horror. The implication is not that the horror of the house was generated by colonial 
conquest but exists beside it, further affirming the idea of a semiotic or 
epistemological vacuum that represents that which cannot be represented. Rather 
than being invoked by first nation burial grounds, the house’s manifestation and 
magnification of humanity’s darkest attributes allude to the malevolent nature of 
colonial conquest itself.  
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While other sections of the book show carbon dating on the samples from the 
walls dating the house’s unknowable depths as far back as 4.7 billion years, the 
implication that the house’s harmful psychological effects may have at least been 
reactive to colonial conquest is an interesting way of conceptualising the illegitimate 
seizure of spaces, and the inherent anxiety of the process (HoL, 378). Jennifer Ryan 
agrees, stating, “In spite of its potentially prehistoric origins, the house’s modern 
identity is tied to that of the colonies.”37 Ryan affirms this notion, saying of the house 
(or stairs, as it appeared in this period), “Its uncanny qualities permeate multiple 
historical boundaries as well as spatial ones, suggesting that supernatural elements 
also contributed to the Jamestown difficulties.”38 Ryan goes on to say: 
Danielewski’s decision to position his fictional house near Jamestown signifies both 
that this period of American history informs his narrative ambiguities and that the 
unseen forces acting on his characters, who frequently disappear from and reappear 
in the story, produce effects similar to the American Indians’ forcible removal of 
settlers who had trespassed the boundaries of comfort and civility. The house 
manifests traits that act on not only characters’ day-to-day lives but also the very 
structure of Danielewski’s narrative, distorting actions and the style of their 
narration in order to conform to an as yet unknowable agenda. By equating the 
house’s uncanny or unheimlich qualities with the hostility that the white settlers 
perceived in local Native American populations, Danielewski suggests that one of 
his novel’s many narrative motivations exists in key questions about the role that 
cross-cultural contact and negotiation play in the formation of national identities.39 
Ryan extensively analyses these links, noting that the way in which the house 
“owns” its occupants rather than the opposite invokes questions of ownership both in 
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colonial and late-capitalist contexts. Ryan, furthermore, defines House of Leaves as a 
captivity narrative, wherein the lack of understanding of the house that “captures” its 
occupants has many echoes of the instances of colonists who were captured by the 
local Powhatan people in the conflict that inevitably ensued after their settlement.40 
 At one point, in another layer of narrative, Johnny, in search of the house’s 
history, travels to Jamestown. He remarks, observing schoolchildren on an excursion:  
Their teachers … take them outside again to the ships on which the settlers first 
arrived, reconstructed ships, which is exactly what their teachers do, taking them 
away, that giddy, pastel stream, leaving me alone with the dark glass cases and all 
they don’t display. Where is the starving time of 1610? The 1622 Powhatan Indian 
Insurrection which left almost 400 dead? Where are the dioramas of famine and 
disease? The black and broken toes? The gangrene? The night rending pain? “Why, 
it’s right here,” says a docent. But I can’t see what she’s talking about. And besides, 
there is no docent. (HoL, 499-500) 
Johnny seems distinctly aware that in this moment, historical trauma is contingent on 
inscription technologies to communicate, and a “docent” to mediate. Luckily (or not) 
for him, he has Zampanò. America does not, and Ryan notes that the avoidance of 
such tragedy in the future is contingent on the dispersal of knowledge into the wider 
community.41 Essentially, a society that does not learn from its mistakes is doomed 
to repeat them. This is, in effect, why the methodologies of House of Leaves have 
been chosen to be appropriated for The McMillan Notes. Ryan concludes regarding 
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the text that, “Its revisionist and visionary form is born from an American literary 
tradition of emigration, conflict, conversion, and rebirth. Even as it questions the 
social structures that form the basis of modern American culture, it places the burden 
of knowledge on the reader, who must accept the unknowable, ambiguous 
dimensions of history.”42  
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Methodological Application & Conclusion: 
To reiterate, the objective of The McMillan Notes is to use similar methods to House 
of Leaves—namely, the format of criticism around a metatextual object and the use 
of remediation to communicate historical trauma—to draw attention to the Gippsland 
Massacres. The McMillan Notes, like House of Leaves, does not position itself amidst 
the historical trauma it deals with in the manner of Slaughterhouse Five, but rather, 
adjacent to it, separated by centuries and in turn the distance in this entails. How it 
manages to discuss it, is in turn through a remediated fashion. 
 What inspired the story originally was the discovery during an undergraduate 
study sequence that the federal seat upon which East Gippsland sits was still named 
for the instigator of the massacres. Not long after the earliest iteration of the first 
chapter was submitted for an undergraduate assignment, Cal Flynn, an actual 
contemporary relative of McMillan, writes a hybrid memoir discussing the 
massacres. 
 Despite being a text that mostly concerns the author’s travels around the 
Gippsland region and some questionable attempts to humanise his ancestor, for 
whatever reason the author chooses to begin this travelogue-memoir hybrid with a 
realist depiction of some of the massacres in fictionalised form.  The depiction 
suffers for this decision in terms of communicating the gravity of the issue, and 
furthermore, given that no one alive witnessed these massacres and the accounts that 
do exist are far too limited to attempt to paint a vivid picture; it seemed that Flynn’s 
attempt at communicating this issue (ideological problems aside) simply fails on the 
familiar grounds of incommunicability through conventional form. 
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 To remedy this issue, following the model of Danielewski, it turns to a non-
fiction format to invoke discussion. The discussion of the mythologization of 
colonial figures, for instance, in the section where Samhain McMillan and Ellis 
Carmichael discuss it, it is at first a throwaway exchange: 
“Your ancestor’s handiwork,” grimaced Carmichael, face a mask of thinly-
veiled distress as he stepped trepidatiously amidst the bones. “The genocidal 
fucking lunatic.” 
“The statute down the road says he’s a frontier hero,” I countered, not sure 
why this was the hill I’d chosen to die on today. Certainly, the conquest of 
land was violent in nature, but ubiquitous throughout history. 
“You act,” said Carmichael, turning to face me, “As if these two notions are 
mutually exclusive.” (The McMillan Notes, 49.) 
However, the positioning of this exchange as a metatextual object allows further 
remediated discussion, hence the reference to this and the exploration of the 
etymology of the word hero, as well as more examples of violent colonial figures 
inducted as folk heroes across various settler colonist societies, and how most of 
these still pale in comparison to McMillan both in terms of folkloric ubiquity as well 
as death toll.  
The central theme of the text, the under-discussion of the Gippsland 
Massacres and the bizarre cultural reverence towards McMillan is then segued into 
from here, using examples of how, for instance, monumentsaustralia.org lists 
twenty-two dedications to McMillan across the state of Victoria, with no monuments 
dedicated to the massacres themselves. This section compares these to the battle of 
Wounded Knee, a massacre of lesser scope and less overtly genocidal intentions that 
has a monument of its own to Native victims. The two foremost in command of 
Wounded Knee, James W. Forsyth and Samuel Whitside, for comparison have only 
their graves. These are not fictionalised figures; these are the actual numbers. Using a 
metatextual object that is analysed from a historiographical point of view, the details 
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of the massacres and their cultural legacy can be introduced without the burden, or 
insensitivity inherent to mimetic depiction and is able to thus, from a distance, 
examine the raw history of the event while neither becoming truly historical criticism 
nor historical fiction. 
 While the metaleptic intrusions of The McMillan Notes are much less 
convoluted than that of Danielewski’s, the positioning of Samhain as a predatory 
property developer does not just invoke the ancestral-possession motifs of earlier 
continental Gothic tales but also hopes to pose the question: in a society where the 
vulnerable are still hurt and displaced, has Australia’s disavowed colonial history 
really changed that much into the present day? By invoking present-day injustices, 
and highlighting just how heavily ingrained the colonial mentality still remains in our 
society, in addition to drawing attention to the problematic nature of Australia’s 
enshrinement of “frontier heroes,” The McMillan Notes hopes also to address the 
unspoken trauma that pervades Australian cultural monuments, using a hybrid 
nonfiction format defined by mediative distance to convey these notions that endless 
attempts through mimetic modes, fictional or otherwise have failed to. In many ways, 
the framing devices of the story are a “meta-frame”; that is to say that in addition to 
framing the more conventional narrative elements, combined, these work to frame 
the discussion of the historical events that ground the story thematically, even while 
they are not addressed directly in the more conventional fiction sections of the text. 
This allows for a readable fiction experience that still manages to discuss both the 
details of the event historically and their contemporary implications in a manner that 
makes it approachable to a reader who would not typically be inclined to read 
nonfiction historical material. 
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 Ultimately, The McMillan Notes draws on the historiographical methods of 
Slaughterhouse Five while utilising the techniques of House of Leaves because a 
realist trauma narrative would have, at the end of the day, been as distasteful as it 
would have been ineffective in communicating to readers the severity of the 
Gippsland Massacres. Furthermore, such a narrative form would be at odds with 
analysing and questioning the history it chose to represent. Through remediation and 
distance, The McMillan Notes is able not only to depict the historical trauma of the 
Gippsland Massacres, but also to analyse it, and attempt to address the gaps in 
collective cultural memory that allow the perpetrator of such travesties to continue to 
be celebrated by institutions.  
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McMillan’s Notes: An Ergodic Metafiction 
By Benjamin D. Muir 
Note for the Examiners: Many of the references in this section are fictionalised, and 
as such will not be in the references at the end of the text. It furthermore does not 
follow any formal style of referencing unlike the critical section which is modified 
Chicago.  
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Notably Absurd: Separating Fact from Fiction in the McMillan Notes 
Compiled by Dr. Jeanette Dawson (PhD, MFA) and Edited by Mr. Percival Watson 
(MFA) 
Foreword 
The following chapter was compiled from a series of notes and diary entries 
found beneath a loose boulder in the South quadrant of Baw-Baw National Park. 
My academic supervisor, Dr Dawson, has compiled the documents as completely 
as possible for digital viewing. It should be noted that there are several 
inconsistencies regarding time and place in-text, and indeed as far as we know, 
Bushy Park, the homestead of Angus McMillan still resides in Old Gippstown 
rather than its original location which has now been reclaimed by the national 
park—curiously, not even a kilometre from where the documents were found.  
If the author is who he proclaims himself to be, then this may be the only 
information in circulation pertaining to his disappearance. The document is 
purported to be the work of absent Gold Coast property developer Samhain 
McMillan, who was declared missing a few days after the dates relayed in-text. 
Described after his disappearance by Jonas Howard of the Gippsland Hatchet as 
“A ruthless, arrogant businessman and direct descendant of pastoralist Angus 
McMillan, who some say made his fortune similarly to his forefathers- by 
displacing vulnerable people for profit.” McMillan was a divisive figure both 
before and after his sensational disappearance.43  
Some have suggested, however, that the document is an intentionally 
misleading forgery indicative of foul play, as the man had no shortage of 
                                                          
43 Howard, J. “As Above, So Below: McMillan’s Cultural Legacy,” Gippsland Hatchet, Feb 14, 2014. 
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enemies. The only other physical clues were partial fingerprints and blood 
spatters on the documents, but as McMillan’s prints were not in any databases 
and the DNA had degraded severely, authorities had no point of reference to 
verify them. Some theorise that the partially-burned fingerprints indicate that 
McMillan was staging his own disappearance, perhaps with the help of his 
friend and drug dealer, Doctor Ellis Carmichael. With the latter’s suicide this line 
of inquiry can no longer be pursued, and as a result, we have only secondary 
sources with which to work. Carmichael was the last person confirmed to have 
seen McMillan alive, and now he too is unavailable for comment.  
The notes came into widespread circulation following the hacking of 
Victoria State Police’s records, believed to have been carried out by members of 
various cells of international Anarchist movement Antifascist Action, to whom 
McMillan was known. One of the organisation’s own, Jason Jenkins (see chapter 
three), had been implicated as a suspect and it is speculated that friends of his 
felt that sharing the documents would clear his name. Following widespread 
dispersal throughout various media outlets and intensive internet archiving 
following the ordered removal of the documents from the public sphere by 
McMillan’s mother, the notes soon became an object of curiosity to a wide 
variety of readers. 
Some have suggested that the notes, in addition to McMillan’s 
disappearance itself, may be an elaborate work of performance art designed to 
call into question the controversial cultural enshrinement of Angus McMillan, 
ancestor to Samhain and instigator of the Gippsland Massacres, which took 
place between 1840 and 1850. While this interpretation has garnered little 
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traction outside the Arts sector and Humanities departments in Universities, it 
has become a popular debate within those sectors. 
The text that follows, in addition to the compilation and annotation of the 
notes alongside adjacent texts will offer insights from a range of sources in the 
hopes of bringing a greater, more objective understanding of a highly 
sensationalised subject to the Australian public. To differentiate, my own notes 
will be presented in Cambria Math and signed off as thus, while Dr Dawson’s 
annotations will be in Times New Roman as per the body of the text.  –Ed. 
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Chapter 1: McMillan’s Notes 
 
On July 16th, 2008 I moved into Bushy Park after the last tradies had packed up their 
eskies. The relocation job had been punishing; the historical society wankers had 
moved it away from its original location on the banks of the Avon River, and 
dropped it in the middle of one of those re-enactment open-air museums 
commissioned for bored schoolkids on excursions and the odd lost backpacker or 
tourist. I’d never cared for the folklore pertaining to my ancestor from either side of 
the political spectrum; neither as a frontier hero nor perpetrator of genocide–but as 
for his property? Property was my business, and as such I spared no expense.44 
I happened across the hall of my ancestors by chance. That April I had embarked 
upon a tour of the east coast beginning at my Surfer’s Paradise penthouse and 
concluding in Melbourne’s rapidly gentrifying suburbs where I planned to flip a few 
blocks of units. Maybe just enough to artificially up the suburb’s mean values, before 
flogging the lot for a solid profit. Tried and true Aussie method of making a buck off 
some derelicts begging for ‘affordable’ housing in an investor’s market. I must have 
known somewhere in the recesses of my mind that I would pass through the Federal 
seat named for my ancestor when I traversed the A1 between Sydney and 
Melbourne, but it didn’t even occur to me as I made my last pitstop before reaching 
the city. In fact, I never did go to Melbourne.45 
                                                          
44 In their monograph analysing McMillan’s disappearance through a Postcolonial Marxist lens, 
Belinda McGregor called this line, “The first of many indications of a kind of boorishness that 
McMillan was known for before his disappearance.” (See: McGregor B. 2017, Say Fair’s Fair: 
Samhain McMillan and Colonial Retribution, Pelican Press, Adelaide.) Even amongst the primarily 
Coalition-voting, Neoliberal circles he ran with, McMillan’s views, especially regarding class, were 
considered regressive if not outright distasteful. If this was a forgery, the author certainly had an 
insight into the kinds of problematic language McMillan was known to use. Many take this as 
evidence of the document’s veracity, but the debate is still ongoing.  
45 One of multiple instances of lines drawn throughout the document, a sort of crude self-edit. It’s hard 
to say why these phrases were crossed out; there seems to be no consistent editorial logic throughout 
the text. 
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The Gippsland region was where my ancestor pastoralized in the mid 1800’s – which 
is the nice, PC way of saying he “relocated” the native population to make way for 
commercial and domestic agriculture, with violence where necessary. Distasteful, but 
progress is progress.  
Old Gippstown sat conveniently by the side of the road and I was damn-near 
rear-ended by an approaching school bus when I hit the brakes upon seeing a sign 
bearing my name: “Featuring the restored house of Angus McMillan”. Didn’t even 
see the “Angus” at first, but I stopped to look, nevertheless.  
I paid the exorbitant entry fee and began to jadedly observe the poorly-
preserved archaeological specimens piled incongruously into what might once have 
been a rural fairground. I probably could have waltzed right on in without paying, 
seeing as the geriatric fossil running the booth was half-asleep, but I’m not short of 
cash and this crumbling wreck of a roadside attraction looked like it needed all the 
patronage it could get.  
I wandered through at a leisurely pace, seldom registering the distinction 
between each dismal slum to the next but imagining, to my amusement, that they 
were crooked teeth in a giant’s mouth, the sky opening to become Goliath’s maw. 
Whoever had built the dreary tribute to monotonous national history appeared to 
have moved all manner of buildings that had not historically been cobbled so close 
together into one spot, on either side of a long clay-dirt strip; distinct from one 
another aesthetically, but still a blur in the all-consuming sepia of the place. My eyes 
rolled out of focus as I took in the sights, or rather, what they looked like as an 
assortment of washed-out, convergent shapes. I felt my eyes roll out of focus with 
boredom, until they became fixed upon my own name once again, on a display 
outside the least hideous building.  
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“Bushy Park,” as the plaque denoted, had potential. It was markedly less unsightly 
than its surrounds. There was a pre-minimalist genius at play in the architecture, as 
the understated wooden slats and veranda topped with a corrugated steel roof were 
nothing ornate – and yet there was a pleasing unity in the lines of the building; a 
certain visual harmony. The aesthetic had held up better than most buildings a 
quarter of its age. I was sure it’s innards would tell a different story, but the outer 
facade had an aesthetic that the years could not ravage as they had so many of the 
other constructions here. 
While I’d felt no affinity with my lineal progenitor before now,46 the sight of 
the homestead stirred something deep within me, and it was as though from that 
point on I was being led by a trail of bread crumbs strewn by fate and blood. I found 
a bed and breakfast, before returning the next morning with an immoral sum of cash. 
                                                          
46 Angus McMillan ordered and orchestrated the Gippsland massacres during the 19th century, which 
resulted in an estimated 2,000 Indigenous people being murdered or displaced. McMillan then 
converted the territory of the Kurnai people into grazing pastures for colonial livestock. McMillan was 
able to leverage his parties by citing the killing of livestock, but when that failed resorted to 
fabricating a story of a captured white woman, later proven false. Long after he effectively made the 
Kurnai tribes extinct, McMillan was bestowed the title, “Protector of Aborigines” in a bitterly ironic 
turn. Clarence Bugle noted that it was, “Ironic that the younger McMillan claims to have felt no 
kinship towards his ‘lineal progenitor’ when he effectively modernised his ancestor’s methods in the 
act of gentrifying whole suburbs.” (See: Bugle, C. 2014, Colonial Conquests: Past and Present, 
Penumbra Publishing, Melbourne.)   
i. A bizarre hallmark of this text often considered indicative of its falsity is the use of such ornate and flowery 
language by McMillan, who is described as “ignorant but pompous” by his ex-girlfriend Erin Chalmers in an 
interview with The Gippsland Hatchet last year. Further research, however, may bear insight out. While 
McMillan’s public persona was most notably boorish indeed, underlying it was a shrewd businessman’s mind.  
McMillan dropped out of the King’s School where he consistently failed to claim the job of supervisor at the building 
project where his wealthy father was foreman. As if the fates were punishing him for his nepotism, the elder McMillan 
was crushed later that year by a bobcat driven by an apprentice the younger McMillan was charged with supervising 
while McMillan junior indulged his coke habit in the McDonalds toilets across the road.  (See: James, R. “Foreman, Two 
Labourers Killed On-Site,” Pemulwuy Times, Oct. 3, 2002.) 
The “pompous boor,”” it turned out, had invested his $50k/year allowance in several bricks of prime Columbian cocaine 
which he sold to other privileged kids and sometimes teachers and parents to the tune of a profit that would have made 
him independently wealthy on his own. He would have gotten away with it, too— had his professional negligence not 
cost his father’s life. His mother (who was likely relieved to be left with a phenomenal estate in exchange for the end of a 
loveless and reportedly abusive marriage) considered a brief enrolment in an egregiously expensive private rehab and a 
six-month diploma in economics to manage his newfound assets adequate recompense for his father’s life. 
ii. According to several classmates of McMillan who declined to be mentioned by name, his communication skills 
soared once he was enrolled in a degree that interested him. By the time his real-estate career eclipsed his 
former habits, he was known to still occasionally lapse back into drug binges— but luckily for him, he never 
again fell into a pattern of abuse that interfered with his work.  
While he still maintained an outwardly crass persona in many of his construction industry and Liberal Party business 
dealings, he was known to act appropriately mild-mannered or educated when it was necessary to leverage a sale with 
more refined clients. A scheming social chameleon, his public persona was in constant flux. It is, however, likely that by 
the time he reached his thirties he amassed the vocabulary necessary to have penned this diary. The factual 
inconsistencies regarding Bushy Park, on the other hand, confound experts to this very day and cannot be accounted for. 
-Ed. (See: Barnett, H. “Samhain McMillan: A ‘Career,’” Gippsland Hatchet, May 24, 2014.)  
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Despite the protests of the local leftie students, and a certain amount of drama 
on the day I celebrated my copious “donations” to the recreation park, I was able to 
negotiate the purchase of my heirloom relatively unscathed; it turns out not even the 
custodians of the past will hoard their fortunes when offered enough dollars and a 
half-hearted spiel about historical legacies. At first, I couldn’t shake an 
uncomfortable parallel between recent events and some old gothic tales, but I soon 
shrugged it off as my wallet grew ever fatter ravaging these virgin suburbs.47 I gutted 
the old building; had it refurbished with the comforts of today, and soon I found 
myself staying there more and more as I slowly bought and sold my way through the 
state of Victoria.  
All work and no play however, makes Sam a dull boy. I had been sober as a 
judge and making good progress throughout the surrounding suburbs—but after a 
few weeks of grating sobriety, I felt the shadows of an old pharmaceutical itch 
return. Before long, I called my old coke dealer from Surfer’s and requested his most 
potent effects. He seemed oddly compelled to visit when I mentioned the site of my 
ancestor’s violence – which I would find a bizarre reaction in most people, but at 
some point, in between studying his PhD in psychopharmacology and earning a crust 
flogging psychedelics around the campus, Dr Ellis Carmichael had ingested one too 
many of his own samples and adopted a profoundly maudlin hypothesis about sites 
of historical travesties as a means to transcendental knowledge.  
As the result of his unconventional authorship and unorthodox research 
methodology, Carmichael, something of a pariah in his field, would “investigate” by 
                                                          
47 “Indeed,” quotes Bluth, “Perhaps the value of The McMillan Notes as a gothic tale has eclipsed that 
of its forensic worth. This, however, we are led to believe, is a forensic clue unto itself; ‘real life’, as 
they call it, is not laden with intertextual allusions to Poe and Lovecraft, and perhaps someone well-
versed in such authors should be considered at the very least complicit in the authorship of the notes if 
not the disappearance itself.” (See: Bluth, H. 2015, Cattle Station Gothic, Black Cat Books, 
Melbourne.)   
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ingesting ungodly amounts of psychedelics while reading first-hand historical 
sources regarding his present location. He would effectively talk himself into a 
terrible trip using the power of suggestion. His methodology was inspired not by his 
fellow natural scientists, but from the surrealist writers of France, who believed that 
automatic writing could draw upon the subconscious. While the visions produced by 
such a procedure would deter even the most intrepid psychonauts from attempting 
such foolery, Carmichael had strayed so far from the light that he believed he could 
interpret the terrifying hallucinations by applying old-school psychoanalysis and 
reading it all as a densely semiotic Freudian metaphor for objective, eldritch48 truth 
beyond human comprehension.  
                                                          
48 The most curious linguistic signifiers in the text are infrequent but repeated allusions to Lovecraft’s bibliography. The first 
entry begins with a paragraph that is roughly structured as an Australian vernacular rewrite of the first opening lines of H.P. 
Lovecraft’s Rats in the Walls, a story about a familial curse. While it is uncertain as to whether McMillan ever read Lovecraft 
himself, his passing comments indicate a familiarity with the subject matter. Assumed to be Carmichael’s influence, we will 
never know. Carmichael was found dead in his home after a mutual associate called the Police to his residence, concerned for 
his safety for reasons that will be immediately apparent after reading a transcript of the conversation that preceded the 000 
calls. Our mutual associate asked for their surname to be expunged from all records for reasons that will, similarly, soon be 
apparent (but requested his PhD be recognized[?]). Many more have claimed Ellis’s death as evidence of some grand 
conspiracy linked with McMillan’s disappearance but the voice on the phone is unmistakably his, as unfeasible as the story 
sounds. Originally the interview was going to be published in a Melbourne arts publication but instead it was used as forensic 
evidence (to the tune of little to no effect) and was also the subject of a retrospective retrial of a malpractice case dating back to 
the early 90’s, hence our confidant’s decision to have his surname omitted. –Ed.: 
 
*static*  
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Carmichael! I haven’t seen you in yonks, mate! It’s a pleasure to have you in to talk today.  
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: Jimmy, my friend! It has indeed been some time. Last time I saw you, our old clinic was being 
investigated for malpractice! 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Yeah … *uncomfortable pause* We won’t put that on record.  
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: You know as well as I do that MDMA in conjunction with psilocybin has valid applications for 
both PTSD and couple’s therapy, James.  
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: El, two of my patients were hospitalized from dehydration after attempting to dance hard 
techno in my office for the duration of the therapy session and you shared a half-gram bag with two of your marriage 
counselling clients before having the devil’s threesome- 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: *interjecting* For what it’s worth, the Coopers are still married; they renewed their vows last 
October and I was best man.  
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Yes, well … if Mr. Cooper hadn’t been the presiding magistrate we may well have lost our 
registration … I swear you’re charmed, mate. 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: *swallows* Not anymore, Jim … not anymore. Do you remember McMillan? 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Yeah, I’m still waiting on that prick to flog me off a cheap unit in Surfer’s … hasn’t 
answered my calls since he said he would, the flaky cunt. 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: He’s not going to … *uncomfortable pause* I have never seen anything like it in my life. You 
know the story about his great-great something-or-rather? The genocidal maniac whose statues still stand? 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: I think he told me the story once or twice, I don’t know. I never saw the guy when he wasn’t 
either off his tits or putting on the cheese for clients. 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: Right. Well; our master’s thesis about residual brainwave activity dispersing upon death possibly 
leaving trace elements that could, in theory carry data – if not consciousness, then an echo of it? 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Not this shit again. I got dragged over the fuckin’ rocks so many times for that shit when I 
when I got my PhD. Paranormal psych went out in the 70’s, El. We’re better of burying it. 
Dr. Carmichael: If I recall it was you who insisted on including the lines about the possibility of [*shuffling of papers*] 
“discovering truths inconceivable to the mortal mind via the transcendent dead, to whose residual presence we are now 
like monocellular organisms. Truths so fantastic and horrifying that their very instilment in the psyche would break it 
permanently, freeing us from the shackles of biology, to transcend the mortal coil and to become neurons blinking in the 
mind of the universe itself.”  
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That was almost word for word what he told me one time when we were 
doing lines, and I’m going to be honest I kind of wanted to kick him out of my 
apartment because it was kind of freaking me out—but having a good coke dealer in 
Surfer’s is a must, and hell, this one would make house-calls to fucking Melbourne. 
That was invaluable, I reasoned. 
It was the 27th of July49 when Carmichael arrived with his goodie bag and it 
was high time—(no pun intended) I was just about to expire of boredom. For a man 
with my taste in finite sources of illicit recreational goods there was little on offer in 
the Gippsland region; they were wealthy enough to have substantial wine fields but 
apparently not wealthy enough to have a local resident coke dealer. 
I might have thought he was pleased to see me, but the façade slipped mere minutes 
into the discussion. I could tolerate that though; I’d always enjoyed his 
                                                          
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: We were in our twenties, Ellis. Parapsychology and Neo-Transcendentalism was all the rage 
then. It’s a dead field, now— and for good reason. How do you even still have a copy? I thought we could only possibly detect 
a breach on such a small level at the sites of major massacre- 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: It’s become my life’s work since Carol …. [deceased wife of Carmichael. A rare 251iNbOME 
overdose. –Ed.]  
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Why? 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: The sacred dead can help me find her. 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Jesus, El … I’m so fucking sorry … but there’s just no hard evidence to support that. Most 
of the papers we cited were falsified during the height of the trend, and the others had poor experimental design … 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: McMillan tore the veil. We met on a patch of bushland, with some concrete blocks and piping. He 
kept asking me if I “liked that he’d done with the place.” National Park Land. When I said it was a hole in the wall, he 
looked at me like I’d pissed in his Weet-Bix. It began to rain, and he starts ranting about the “lousy tilers,” so we found 
shelter in a cave nearby. As it turns out, like Boney Point or Skull Creek, we’d happened on the site of one of the 
massacres. Bone fragments littered the floor like gravel. 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: You’ve gone soft, El ... I remember when you did twelve tabs of mescaline at the site of 
Wounded Knee on our exchange trip without gacking out- 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: This is different, James. This wasn’t a war, where death was to be expected. These were 
massacres. 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: There are lots of bones in this country, El. How do you know? 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: When the 25i kicked in, they told me; two-thousand voices in unison. They were in the air, as a 
charge, or radiation or particles- I’m not exactly sure, James but they were there! 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Why were you even using 25i after what happened to Carol? What the fuck are you-? What 
about McMillan? 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael: They recognized his blood … I fucked up, Jim … He’s gone. 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Gone? Where’d he go? 
Dr. Ellis Carmichael:  I don’t know … He pulled his fucking eyes out, Jim … Right out of their fucking sockets, clean 
and bare-handed, ran out the cave of the door and didn’t stop, like he could still see— I know he saw something. The 
storm became torrential; I couldn’t follow him; he’s gone. But not all is lost, Jim! They know something like what we 
theorized, Jim! They call it several things, but it seems tied with Victorian creation myths. They could take me to her, if 
I join them. 
Dr. James [NAME EXPUNGED]: Oh, for fuck’s sake, Ellis! That’s just culturally insensitive! If your 25i trips are racist, then 
It’s obviously a Freudian projection of your own repre- 
*the sound of a chair toppling is heard, followed by the snap of a rope pulling taut. Only the creak of beams straining under 
heavy duress can be heard through the phoneline. * 
Dr. James [Name Expunged] El ...? El? El?! Fuck! 
*end of recording* 
49 [Start of a new document. The quality of the handwriting rapidly begins to degrade from here on 
out. –Ed.] 
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conversation50 and for some reason felt compelled to endear myself to him but he 
was very clearly more interested in the dead man who bore my name than I, the live 
man who felt the compulsive need to be his friend. As he rambled manically about 
the spirits whose pain polluted the air like nuclear fallout, I resigned myself to this 
uncomfortable discourse and played along as if he were a Reverend and I a true 
believer. I probably should have given him more credit. At some point, he handed me 
a pen and paper. He told me to write, up until this moment, what I considered to be 
my “recent history”. Said it would help “ground me”. That’s the part that was written 
before the date changed. Why did I feel the need to include that? Nobody’s going to 
read this.  
It wasn’t unusual for Carmichael to devise a thought experiment or game to 
entertain us while we tripped. I didn’t mind being accessory to his wacko 
experiments. Fuck knows, even when he was like this he was still better company 
than most of my clients. 
Once he’d finished informing me of his intent to have us “enjoy the 
splendours of Gippsland enhanced through psychedelia,” I asked him if he liked what 
I had done with the place. He cut me off, already having launched into another 
subject at two-hundred words per minute. 
“Of cour– Sam?” he looked at me with the one emotion that seemed to elude 
him through the span of his rants: concern; before saying, measuredly; “It’s a literal 
                                                          
50 Carmichael seemed uncharacteristically sober in this interview, right up until his suicide. The only 
shade of his idiosyncrasies occurs in the defence of MDMA and psilocybin as therapeutic substances. 
From the mid-70’s through to the early 90’s, Carmichael was a pioneer in experimental 
pharmacological therapy, right up until the classification of MDMA as a controlled substance in the 
mid-80’s. The most curious aspect of the interview, however, was the revelation that Carmichael 
dosed McMillan (and himself) with 25iNBOME, a synthetic analogue of LSD with roughly twenty 
times the potency of acid as opposed to the coke he had been advertised. Given that 25iNBOME was 
the substance that killed Carmichael’s wife, it was bizarre to see him utilise it again. 
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hole in the wall.”51 I found his slightly-cocked head and paternal grimace to be 
profoundly frightening. This was a man whose leisure time was spent facilitating the 
next generation of drug psychosis patients and surprise overdoses with his liberal 
notions of dosage when he wasn’t himself partaking of quantities of chemicals that 
would have been considered risky even if they’d been administered to a rhinoceros. 
We stared at one another in an expression of mutual confusion before for some 
inexplicable reason, the rain that had begun to pour had breached my roof. Indeed, 
the droplets were accumulating on my jacket as if there were no roof at all.  
“Shall we find shelter?” queried Ellis, gingerly closing his suitcase to shelter 
the merchandise. I was confused beyond belief at this point, but nevertheless I began 
to walk shakily with my therapist/dealer out the front of Bushy Park, which for 
whatever reason, despite drastic renovations seemed to be unable to withstand a light 
drizzle.  
“I saw a cave on the way over; entrance looks large enough to get in,” he 
said, and I followed feeling like an ancient shaman about to reach enlightenment. We 
hurriedly made our way down a hundred metres or so from the homestead to where 
the bush gave way to the water. Carmichael pointed from underneath his suitcase 
where he sought shelter, and indeed I could see the opening of a cavern in the 
trajectory he gestured at as described, perhaps a metre and a half tall and wide. 
The cave didn’t outwardly appear large enough to facilitate shelter, and 
indeed, it was easy to miss—facing inwards on the near bank of the Avon River, 
                                                          
51 If we are to believe Carmichael’s discussion with Dr. James ______, then we are in turn to believe 
that this was an odd exchange indeed. The closest accessible address is the parking zone for the 
bushwalking trails. McMillan made Carmichael walk almost a kilometre from his car to find the 
former squatting in untamed bush talking as if he were inhabiting his grand ancestral halls. The scene 
appears darkly comical; McMillan who already thought Carmichael was comically unhinged was 
clearly in some state of delusion even before the 25i was administered, but of course this cannot be 
inferred from the writings alone without broader context. 
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against the trajectory of Bushy Park. We ducked under the craggy arch of the cave’s 
mouth to escape the increasing downpour, Carmichael leading the way with the 
flashlight on his phone. For what looked externally like it might have only been a 
couple of metres deep, I was taken aback by the profundity of the darkness that 
engulfed us. I strained my eyes into the recesses of blackness, some primal fear 
within me conjuring all manner of razor-toothed and improbably Jurassic fauna from 
leaping shadows. The ground was unsteady, as if the floor were gravel. All at once, 
we came to a halt. I jumped as I ran chest-first into Carmichael’s back, grazing my 
head on the low roof, my vision swimming with percussive force. The flashlight 
barely illuminating a metre before us, as Carmichael’s arm lowered, I could see that 
the floor was littered with what I thought might be animal bones—until I noticed a 
human skull.  
“Your ancestor’s handiwork,” grimaced Carmichael, face a mask of thinly-
veiled distress as he stepped trepidatiously amidst the bones. “The genocidal fucking 
lunatic.” 
“The statute down the road says he’s a frontier hero,” I countered, not sure 
why this was the hill I’d chosen to die on today. Certainly, the conquest of land was 
violent in nature, but ubiquitous throughout history. 
“You act,” said Carmichael, turning to face me, “As if these two notions are 
mutually exclusive.” 
After having done a three-sixty with my own phone flashlight and having 
found the cave to be entirely devoid of dingos or mythical bunyips, I immediately 
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switched it off and began to check my emails on the ample three bars of reception 
that not even the red Earth itself could impede.52 
Carmichael was making some morbid observation or another; I didn’t pay 
heed. I was too busy responding to the Chinese Investor who wanted to pay for my 
Monash blocks outright. With no regard for the syntax of my email (which I might 
add went downhill in a hurry from there) Carmichael bumped me as he stopped 
suddenly to go through his suitcase. As my eyes were beginning to adjust, I began to 
recognise how extensive the littering of bones was.  
Carmichael poured an excess of white powder on my notebook flat and said, 
“Go for it kiddo,” grinning while he himself ingested an outwardly identical 
substance. It didn’t smell like any coke I’d ever had—it was a lot rougher on the 
sinuses too. I whinged a little through my bleeding nose. Carmichael, seeming tense, 
suddenly told me to “Shut the fuck up and write about the last week or so on the 
notepad until the shit kicks in.” And I did.  
After some time, I began to feel a tingle on the back of my neck. The shapes 
my eyes had fought so hard to adjust to seeing were now swirling and indistinct, the 
shades of grey transitioning further and further into a profound void, as I noticed 
                                                          
52 Post-Structuralist critic Xi Shao Quang discussed this passage at length, inviting the reader to, 
“Note McMillan’s favouring of Calvinistic triumphs of industry juxtaposed with his total indifference 
to the natural world. The revelation of the cave’s dimensions via artificial light seems almost 
symbolic. This discourse suggests he is the kind of man who equated victory with conquest and 
destruction, the kind of thinking, some suggest, that led to the cultural lionization of his ancestor. 
Most people would be fascinated if not outright excited at having found a traversable cave on what 
they believed to be their property, but McMillan is unmoved by the natural world, preferring to alter it 
with substances. McMillan’s irreverence towards anything of past significance brings into question 
the veracity of the segment of the story featuring Bushy Park, or even his defensive response to 
Carmichael’s prompting— indeed, we checked with the staff at Old Gippstown and the relocation was 
only in its infancy before McMillan’s disappearance. It is not however, inconsistent with earlier 
accounts of his disposition.” (See Quang, X. Summer’s End: Samhain’s Graveyard. 2015. Spectre 
Books, Perth.)  
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(then just as quickly was made unaware of) the tendril of sweat creeping down my 
brow ...53 
The night itself became a serpent comprised of corrosive, vaporous filaments: 
a spectrum without colour. Infinite monochrome shades from the most retina-burning 
magnesium-strip white to all-consuming vestiges of ink began to fill my vision, the 
clouds seeping in through the peripheral to then eclipse the central vision; pulling 
like a maelstrom, a watery immaterial black hole enveloping and crushing every 
facet of creation. I felt at once every nerve in my body catch fire, while I was outside 
of it all at once, centred in an inferno that would render all the world’s beaches 
polished glass. Thousands of voices cursed at me and within me, a vitriolic fit of 
indignant rage that transcended language; my ear-drums felt ready to burst (if they 
hadn’t yet) and yet I was somehow acutely aware that this was not a sound carried by 
vibrations on the open air, but an unsound, a silence all-consuming in its absence of 
tone; bucolic white noise filling up the spectrogram. I heard voices in tongues I did 
not recognise, accusing me of things I hadn’t done; I heard the mocking laughter that 
I awoke from screaming and drenched in sweat ... I heard my father’s dying screams 
as I sprinted across the road to the site where he was trapped and watched all over 
                                                          
53  At this point, the script alters dramatically – slanted at up to 60 degrees and often running 
diagonally, the ink bleeding into the polka-dots of blood sporadically adorning the surface. It took a 
small crack team of forensic document examiners over a year to decipher the last sections of the 
document; their knowledge of script also inferred that there may have been at least a partial aspect of 
truth to McMillan’s supposed oedipism (self-inflicted blindness) in the way in which the script makes 
no effort to conform to its lineation, which may be the most compelling argument towards the 
improbable suggestion that McMillan continued to write after blinding himself. The team soon 
resigned under curious circumstances, with those who did not decline to comment reporting vivid and 
visceral nightmares, with one committing suicide in the following months. The investigation has since 
been ongoing with a continually rotating team of freelancers. Victorian Police are yet to locate the 
alleged cave, but the diary would suggest that it was a mere 700m from the location at which the 
papers were found. Natural scientist Frederick Argon suggests however that this may be explained 
simply: “During 2008, in contrast to Victoria’s more recent floods, there was an uncharacteristically 
intense dry season. Given that the search for the cave in question did not begin until the following 
year, it may simply have been swallowed by the Avon River.” (Compiled Expert reports: 2013-15, 
Argon et al.) Angus McMillan and his party’s proclivity for carrying out massacres by pursuing their 
quarry into water too high to move effectively through before opening fire makes a cave whose floor 
was generally riverbed highly likely. 
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again as his stomach ruptured beneath the machine’s tracks, viscera coating the 
adjacent earth, his eyes bulging almost comedically in the agony of his final 
moments. I was absorbed into a kind of collective consciousness where the pain was 
all-consuming, and it was shared, but it was mine, too. I felt a violation of my very 
essence, as my being was rolled in razor-wire and dipped in bleach, before being torn 
asunder in the place where dreams and night terrors alike are birthed. 
When I felt my body again, I couldn’t see—at least not in any way I can describe on 
paper. All I was aware of was every fibre of muscle in my body tensing, as my 
shaking hand skipped across the page in staccato and an inescapable feeling that the 
darkness, the uncreation was returning. Pooling every ounce of energy my ravaged 
body had left, I wrote—54 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
54 This is the final line; cryptographers determined the author’s hand slipped off the page limply where 
the text cuts off. No trace of McMillan, bar those blood spatters and the partial fingerprints on the 
notes have been found as of the current date, following McMillan’s disappearance by over a year. We 
may well never know what happened to McMillan, but the field of enquiry that has arisen to 
investigate his mysterious disappearance hopes to, one day. 
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Chapter 2: Contrary Evidence and Analysis Part I: The Hero and 
Genocide 
Percival Watson, MFA. Submitted originally for a Master of Fine Arts thesis at Edith 
Cowan University. 
 
Some sources insist that McMillan’s disappearance was neither the result of his 
accidental death (whether at the hands of simple drug psychosis or 
supernatural recompense for his ancestor’s sins) nor a foul play conspiracy by 
his enemies. Many sources who were once close to McMillan believe that that he 
may have orchestrated it himself, whether or not there is any truth to the 
documents fuelling the rapidly growing speculation regarding his 
disappearance.  
In Harmon’s words, “McMillan’s psychological profile suggests that being 
rich may not have been enough for him; he aspired for the dubious ‘greatness’ 
bestowed upon his bloodline. So, in the manner of other previously anonymous 
rich kids seeking fame, he took it upon himself to orchestrate a media sensation. 
Not being blessed with the good looks of Kim Kardashian, McMillan had to find 
other ways to sell himself. He would have surely known that being rich and 
white would have granted his disappearance a certain amount of media 
attention. It is highly unlikely that he could have possibly anticipated the leak 
and widespread circulation of his notes, but of course, this is nowhere near the 
most outlandish speculation on the subject.  If, as some speculate, he was able to 
funnel his funds away from his traceable accounts, it is possible that he is 
sipping a Mojito somewhere, grinning smugly.”55 
                                                          
55 Harmon, G. 2016 Morcombe, McCann and McMillan: The Hysteria of the Missing. (Adelaide: 
Mjolnir Publishing) 
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“It’s bullshit cuzzy,” says Mohammad Aziz Abdul, heir to a King’s Cross 
club legacy and school friend of McMillan’s. “I saw Sam with my own two eyes 
not a month after he was supposed to have disappeared.” Drawing on his cigar, 
Mr. Abdul continues, “I was in Phuket getting some tatties and I ran into him 
outside a bar before I’d heard shit about him disappearing. He was wearing dark 
as fuck sunglasses with a fit Thai bitch on his arm; he looked like he might have 
gone blind. I didn’t say shit, but. You can’t just ask your boy why he’s gone blind 
and commissioned a mail-order Thai sluzza! That’s rude! This shit happens, you 
know? Methylated spirits in Thai cocktails; bomb pussy everywhere, all that 
shit. I asked him what he was doing there. He said he’d gotten married and 
bought a penthouse apartment for three grand Australian. He seemed different, 
but. Didn’t crack a smile the whole time; I don’t blame him … imagine not being 
able to see the titties you’re sucking on? Fuckin’ tragedy, brah! I asked him when 
he was coming back; he said he wasn’t. ‘That country,’ he goes, ‘Is just one big 
boneyard, Mo. Who the fuck wants to live in a fuckin’ graveyard, Moey?’ I didn’t 
have the heart to tell him about what happened in Thailand. When I got back, 
coppers started asking me if I knew where he’d got to. I’m no snitch though; 
figured he didn’t want to be found.”  
As to how, precisely, the blind McMillan would have made it to Thailand 
without leaving a trace, we can never be sure. Mr. Abdul, however, proposes a 
solution to that, too.  
“When we were kids,” he says, “Sam got a fake ID. So, thing is, if you look 
through old births and deaths and find someone born the same year, who died 
roughly at your age, you can go down to the state archives and ask for their 
birth certificate. Say they’re a relative, and you need it for record-keeping. 
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They’ll give it to you. You open an account with that; get a keycard. Then, with 
those hundred points of ID you get a driver’s license, get Medicare, and so on. I 
don’t know if this works anymore, but it did in the 90’s. Sam used to funnel all 
his cash into his fake account to launder coke money, and later to dodge tax 
without it coming back on him if worst came to worst. Smart boy, Sam.”  
 Others yet, mostly in the fields of the Arts and Humanities have argued 
that McMillan orchestrated his disappearance not out of something sinister, but 
rather, out of a crisis of conscience fuelled by the 2002 debate surrounding the 
renaming of the federal electorate. Dr Arnold Gibson, who wrote one of the 
several monographs pertaining to the short piece of writing, had this to say:  
McMillan was made a new man in 2008. While we can only speculate, an 
educated guess as to the source of his newfound moral fortitude may have been 
fuelled by a visit to Gippsland and East Gippsland Aboriginal Co-Op, which 
holds one of the few remaining publically viewable copies of P.D. Gardner’s 
Gippsland Massacres: The Decimation of the Kurnai Tribes 1840-1850. Now out 
of print, but notably influential in sparking the discussion and debate 
surrounding the massacres upon release in the seventies, the guestbook of the 
Co-Op indicates that McMillan passed through during his several months in 
Gippsland. While beyond a doubt an intelligent man, based on accounts from his 
acquaintances we can only speculate that up until this point, McMillan lacked 
the self-awareness required to write this spectacular piece of dark satire. It 
stands to reason that, indeed, had McMillan been bleeding out of his empty eye 
sockets he probably would not have had the required good humour to refer to 
Carmichael “kind of freaking [him] out” (8), nor the insight to ironically refer to 
pastoralism as the “PC” term for genocide and displacement (4).  
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I am not the first critic to have noted the repeated intertextuality with H.P. 
Lovecraft’s “The Rats in the Walls,” the story of a man who goes mad on 
discovering that his ancestors have committed unspeakable atrocities. McMillan 
identifies with Delapoer, the protagonist, because more than likely, due to the 
notable lack of discussion of the Gippsland Massacres in broader Australian 
discourse (and of course, McMillan’s own lack of social awareness) his travels 
to Gippsland may have actually been the first time he heard of his uncle as 
anything other than a fabled frontier hero. Whether fictionalised or not, 
Carmichael and McMillan’s discussion on this subject is purposely evocative of 
the tension between frontier folk heroism and the genocide that often goes 
hand-in-hand with it. 
Carmichael, thought to be destitute, suicidal and unhinged since the death 
of his wife Carol, but also to be a great believer in social justice and 
decolonisation, likely offered to help promote McMillan’s artwork—although 
McMillan in all probability could not have known just how dramatic 
Carmichael’s promotion would be. Although so few have become aware of its 
status as a multimedia work of art, The McMillan Notes, I hope, will one day be 
heralded beside such works as Don Watson’s Caledonia Australis, P.D. 
Gardner’s Gippsland Massacres and Cal Flynn’s Thicker than Water as an 
authoritative contribution to the discourse surrounding the Gippsland 
massacres.56  
 
Gibson’s assertions are debatable, but if we are to examine McMillan’s 
Notes through a literary lens as many have, he makes a particularly salient point 
in drawing attention to McMillan and Carmichael’s conversation in the cave. 
                                                          
56 Gibson, A. 2016 The McMillan Notes: A Literary Crisis of Conscience. (Hobart: Sepuchlre Press) 
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Carmichael argues that “genocidal lunatic” and “frontier hero” are not mutually 
exclusive concepts. This small fragment may indeed be the strongest evidence 
for Gibson’s proposition.  
If we are to examine the etymology of the word hero, it attained the 
meaning of a “man of unusual strength or courage,” in 14th century French, 
being derived from the Greek heros, synonymous with “demi-God”, which 
makes sense when applied to certain figures of ancient myth such as Heracles, 
or Perseus who had divine blood, although the term did not apply exclusively as 
such and was used to denote protagonists of myths in general. The word “hero” 
did not assume the connotation of moral fortitude up until relatively recently 
and indeed, it is worth noting that the heroes of myth from whence the term 
was derived and to whom it originally applied were often amoral, at best. If we 
are, for instance, to take the aforementioned Perseus into account, we are 
dealing with what is essentially, a cold-blooded murderer.   
The Greeks however, were not the only ones whose mythology becomes 
questionable when measured against standards of contemporary ethics and 
morality. More broadly speaking, the suffering of Indigenous Australians in 
general has largely been obfuscated by how white Australians have self-
identified as the “heroes” of their national historical mythology. As historian 
Ann Curthoys points out, “Many non-indigenous Australians have difficulty in 
seeing themselves as the beneficiaries of the colonisation process because they, 
like so many others, from the United States to Canada to Israel and elsewhere, 
see themselves as victims, not oppressors. In non-indigenous Australian popular 
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culture, people see themselves as victims of large economic forces, middle class 
elites, and powerful nations overseas.”57  
Curthoys continues to argue that in their process of national 
mythmaking, white Australia has positioned itself as being oppressed victims of 
the British (convict past that de-emphasises the criminality of its people; the 
“stolen a loaf of bread” discourse, as well as the slaughter of young Australian 
men at Gallipoli under poor British leadership) the Americans (who, unable to 
lose fairly “poisoned Phar Lap and James Leslie Darcy”), as well as the harsh 
Australian environment itself (the pioneer myth) while broadly neglecting 
Indigenous participation in Australian history altogether. Thus, Australian 
historiographical mythmaking has captured white Australians as perennial 
victims of oppression, as well as overcomers of harsh odds: “battlers,” if you 
will.  
In this angle however, the resistance from, and conflict with Indigenous 
peoples has been de-emphasised to the point of erasure. White Australians 
cannot see themselves as oppressors, as they have always regarded themselves 
as the oppressed, battling oppressors on the other side of the globe. Curthoys 
concludes: 
So it is that in Australia, as in other settler societies, the trauma of expulsion, 
exodus, and exile obscures empathetic recognition of indigenous perspectives, 
of the trauma of invasion, institutionalisation, and dispersal. The self-chosen 
white victim finds it extremely difficult to recognise what he or she has done to 
others. The legacy of the colonial past is a continuing fear of illegitimacy, and an 
inability to develop the kind of pluralist inclusive account of the past that might 
                                                          
57 Ann Curthoys, “Expulsion, Exodus and Exile in white Australian Historical Mythology,” Journal of 
Australian Studies, 23.61: 2. 
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form the basis for a coherent national community. Reconciliation, fervently 
desired in some quarters and despised and rejected in others, consequently 
remains unachievable in a society … desperately seeking to hold onto 
foundational myths and sentiment which find little support elsewhere.58 
 
The irony that Curthoys notes is perhaps particularly relevant in re-telling the 
oft-neglected travesties committed by McMillan and his men. McMillan and 
indeed, most of the early settlers of Gippsland were Highland Scots. As Don 
Watson pointed out in Caledonia Australis, they themselves were once a 
dispossessed people. Watson explains that the Highland Scots were driven from 
their fertile farming pastures inland and forced to work as the backbone of the 
British kelp industry. McMillan and his contemporaries envisioned Gippsland as 
a place where the Highland Scots could return to their glory days, free of British 
oppression. Instead, McMillan re-enacted that same oppression upon a new 
people.59 As such, McMillan and the Highland Scots of Gippsland were able to be 
wholly absorbed into the narrative of white victimhood that obfuscated their 
role in Indigenous suffering. The oppression of the Indigenous population 
disappears from view as the embattled hero of their own myth takes centre 
stage. This may explain the glaring omission; while perhaps one of the most 
extreme, the Gippsland massacres were not a unique instance at all, but rather 
an example of the pattern repeated nationwide, decade after decade, century 
after century. 
Moving away from the protagonists of myth, if we are to take the 
alternate definition of the hero as “One of unusual achievement, or fanfare,” 
                                                          
58 Ibid., 18. 
59 Don Watson. 1984. Caledonia Australis (Sydney: Vintage).  
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then Angus McMillan, perhaps, has a fair claim to the title. Despite having 
massacred up to 2,000 people and displacing more, monumentsaustralia.org 
lists no less than twenty-two taxpayer-funded tributes to Angus McMillan 
across the state of Victoria. Conversely, no monuments to the victims of the 
Gippsland massacres exist.  
To draw an overseas comparison, the perpetrators of Wounded Knee 
have but one monument, while one also exists to honour the victims. Wounded 
Knee had approximately half the death toll of Gippsland. While the Gippsland 
Massacres have not been politicised like Wounded Knee, the comparison only 
serves to illustrate the degree of enshrinement bestowed upon Angus McMillan. 
Of course, one could argue that the distinction lies in the fact that McMillan was 
known first and foremost as an explorer and pastoralist rather than as a 
perpetrator of violence, whereas Wounded Knee’s personnel were exclusively 
military—thus making the massacre their only achievement. Many more would 
argue, however, that the violence should have eclipsed McMillan’s achievements 
as an explorer and should thus disqualify him from further acclaim. The fact 
remains, however, that regardless of whether it is decreed that his 
achievements outside an exponential death toll should be rendered null because 
of it, McMillan still qualifies as a hero by the secondary definition of the term. 
Whether or not McMillan was a “genocidal lunatic” should be less contentious a 
claim. Death tolls in the thousands don’t make themselves. Perhaps “lunatic” is 
unfitting for such a calculated and systematic bringer of death, but the question 
of genocide, according to most critics, is less ambiguous. In 1846, just past 
halfway through the duration of the Massacres, squatter Henry Meyrick wrote 
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the following, quoted in both Peter Gardner and Don Watson’s texts on 
Gippsland: 
The blacks are very quiet here now, poor wretches. No wild beast of the forest 
was ever hunted down with such unsparing perseverance as they are. Men, 
women and children are shot whenever they can be met with … I have 
protested against it at every station I have been in Gippsland, in the strongest 
language, but these things are kept very secret as the penalty would certainly be 
hanging … For myself, if I caught a black actually killing my sheep, I would shoot 
him with as little remorse as I would a wild dog, but no consideration on earth 
would induce me to ride into a camp and fire on them indiscriminately, as is the 
custom whenever the smoke is seen. They [the Aborigines] will very shortly be 
extinct. It is impossible to say how many have been shot, but I am convinced 
that not less than 450 have been murdered altogether.60 
 
While 450 seems a conservative number given the speculated death toll, 
it is worth noting that Meyrick had been in Gippsland for only a few months 
upon authoring this widely-quoted account. The massacres were so prominent 
in fact, that the nomenclature of the area was intrinsically tied to it: Boney Point, 
Skull Creek were certainly not named for explorers named “Boney and Skull,” 
respectively. Myall Creek and Warrigal Creek were also notable examples, 
though ones that did not attain their names solely from the bloodshed. Warrigal, 
if the quoted figures are to be taken as definitive, was the largest single 
massacre of Indigenous people in Australian history.61  
                                                          
60 Ibid., p. 224 
61 Bartrop, P. 2004. “Punitive Expeditions and Massacres: Gippsland, Colorado and the Question of 
Genocide,” in Genocide and Settler Society Volume 6: War and Genocide (New York: Berghahn 
Books) p. 202. 
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Perhaps this is a good argument for the veracity of Samhain McMillan’s 
account of the bone-littered cave being by a river bank, as indeed the massacres, 
having taken place at creeks and rivers, was no coincidence. McMillan and co.’s 
preferred method for enacting violence against the native populous was to 
chase the Kurnai on horseback, driving them to bodies of water too deep to 
wade in and shooting them while their mobility was impeded.62 
The impact of such events on Gippsland’s culture, not to mention 
Australia’s, are undeniable. Bartrop, quoting Peter Gardner, says that Warrigal 
creek  
represents nothing less than a keystone event in the story of intercommunal 
relations in south-eastern Australia, after which all future racism can be 
explained. After Warrigal Creek, the frequency of massacres, rapes, and casual 
killings was “so normal, so commonplace, they barely deserved discussion.” The 
massacre’s other legacy, of course, with which Australia is still trying to come to 
terms, stems from the culture of silence that accompanied it—a culture that 
enables denialism to surface and deflect attention from issues such as 
reconciliation, inclusive nation-building, and the yet to be resolved matter of an 
official apology from the federal government to the Aboriginal people on behalf 
of all Australians.63  
 
Undoubtedly, historians Batrop and Gardner agree about the gravity and 
significance of the events. Bartrop however, argues that the events do not 
constitute genocide, based on the rather strict definition of the UN Convention 
on Genocide from 1944 which stipulates from later subsections of the 
                                                          
62 Ibid. p. 201 
63 Ibid. p. 202. (It is worth noting that the Rudd government’s apology for the stolen generation was 
issued the year after this piece was authored, but no official address of the Gippsland massacres has 
been made. – Ed.) 
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document, after the more well-known article 264, that genocide, by definition, 
must be government-sanctioned. Although McMillan did later become a member 
of government, the massacres he led were enacted by civilians. He does, 
however, go on to say:   
Of course, this fact in no way mitigates the horror and tragedy of what 
happened. The effective eradication of a population took place in Gippsland, and 
white settlement was responsible. The Kurnai and other Aborigines suffered a 
population collapse at devastating speed. The magnitude of that disintegration 
was a human catastrophe and must never be forgotten as an example of what 
can happen when the wellbeing of one group of humans is placed above that of 
another. Nothing can ever exonerate those, such as Angus McMillan, who 
engaged in the practice of brutal, bloody, and frequent murder.65 
 
While historians Bartrop, Gardner and Watson (whose definition of genocide 
the massacres most definitely satisfied) are adamant that Angus McMillan is an 
irredeemable figure, this indeed has not stopped the state of Victoria from using 
taxpayer money to not only construct twenty-two monuments to McMillan but 
have his homestead preserved, which Old Gippstown promotes on its website as 
the main attraction—not to mention naming the Federal Electorate of East 
Gippsland where most of the massacres took place after him.  
                                                          
64 To quote Article 2 of the UN Convention on Genocide: 
“Genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious 
group, as such: 
(a) Killing members of the group; 
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; 
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in 
whole or in part; 
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; 
(e)Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.” 
65 Bartrop, P. 2004. “Punitive Expeditions.” (p. 203) 
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 Some were not even satisfied with Bartrop’s generally well-meaning 
article’s specificity as to the terms of genocide and overreliance on UN 
conventions for definition. Cultural critic Anna May Ngumbe said of the 
previously quoted essay: 
Bartrop’s response is so typical. Trust a white dude to gentrify the definition of 
genocide. I bet Bartrop’s the kind of honkey who calls the fuzz on a black man 
walking in his own front door. Of course genocide wouldn’t have been state-
sanctioned in the early days of a settler colonist society; they didn’t even have a 
state to sanction it yet. Toothless tiger that the UN is, if they can’t do anything to 
prevent it (as they’ve proven) then maybe they should pass the mic over to 
anyone else to define genocide without laying it out exclusively in the language 
of the oppressor. People who have never been at risk of genocide defining it is a 
hell of a lot like white people crying “racism” then using a dictionary definition 
to support their argument, blissfully ignorant of ongoing structural inequality. 
This is textbook linguistic prescriptivism and serves only to illustrate my point 
further.66 
 
Whether or not Samhain McMillan had intended to invoke discussion on his 
ancestor’s transgressions, his notes seem to have reignited the discourse 
surrounding a widely-neglected subject. While individually his account says 
very little, there are far-reaching implications that can be derived from it with 
proper context, should it be examined with a fine-tooth comb. In the subsequent 
chapter, we will introduce supplementary texts with analysis of the primary 
subject beginning again in Chapter 5: Further Evidence and Present-Day 
Implications of Colonialism in the Gippsland Region. 
                                                          
66 Ngumbe, A. M. 2011 “Chains Linked with Words: Linguistic Prescriptivism and the Language of 
the Oppressor”. (Melbourne: Rainbow Books) 
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Chapter 3: Adjacent Texts I; Excerpts from the Private Blog of 
Jason Jenkins 
Annotated by Jeanette Dawson, PhD; Edited by Percival Watson; MFA. 
Much like his nemesis, Samhain McMillan, Jason Jenkins is no longer available to 
discuss his story due to abrupt disappearance, although there is markedly less 
mystery surrounding Jenkins’s even if the two cases are similarly sensational in 
nature. Following the 2015 murder of two Kurdish anarchist activists on the Turkish 
border by ISIS suicide bombers, Jenkins, thoroughly disillusioned, left the West to 
travel to Syria and fight with the Kurdish resistance. This was perhaps an unwise 
decision due to their total lack of arms training, and Jenkins was assassinated by an 
ISIS sniper upon his first armed confrontation. Ironically, Jenkins was widely 
heralded as a hero by the very ineffectual, performative Melbourne Anarchists whose 
inaction and apathy contributed directly to his departure. Nevertheless, Jenkins’s 
accounts provide a second perspective to the events that transpired before 
McMillan’s own disappearance as well as an interesting, if tangential, insight into 
Australia’s miniscule and sectarian interstate Anarchist movement.  
Jenkins, was, for purposes of clarity, an Indigenous Anarchist activist and 
history student originally from Western Sydney who had a political awakening after 
his middle-class, Coalition-voting father grudgingly admitted that his grandmother 
was Wiradjuri and the family had kept this secret quiet out of shame for many years. 
Enraged at being robbed of his culture, Jenkins left home and quickly became a 
prominent organiser in the Sydney far-left scene before leaving for Victoria in the 
hopes of affordable housing and a less hostile political environment in Australia’s 
supposedly “most progressive state.” As his diaries will illustrate, the outcome was 
disappointing. McMillan, for whatever reason makes a passing reference to the 
events that transpired in Jenkins’s diaries, but for reasons yet unknown chooses to 
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relegate the altercation to a short, thoroughly downplayed reference. The intensity of 
their brief encounter and the events that followed however, was notable enough to 
cast Jenkins as a person of interest in McMillan’s disappearance. The following text 
will be annotated to clarify terms and add background information to Jenkins’s 
diaries which were never intended for publication and thus do not contain a 
glossary. Jenkins, being a millennial, did not write in a traditional diary and what 
you are reading now is a considerably abridged transcript of a password-locked 
Tumblr blog that Jenkins’s friends allowed us to access to absolve Jenkins of any 
suspicion regarding the disappearance of McMillan. 
 
March 2008 
There is irony, and then there is the Melbourne Anarchist book fair being held 
annually at Brunswick Town Hall. You heard right, a state building. Local 
government’s ground zero, no less. I’d like to say that this was shocking or indeed a 
surprise at all, but it’s typical of Victoria to say the least. All style, no substance; all 
performance, no sincerity—and even the style is a matter of subjective judgement.  
 Brunswick is a kind of poor man’s Newtown, nestled a short way northeast of 
the CBD. The decaying fronts of the buildings, subject to Melbourne’s irrationally 
strict architectural preservation policy, are almost like a visual metaphor for the 
diseased culture that is awash in the streets—smallpox disguised as gift blankets. 
Everything’s modelled on a stylish, detached abstraction of poverty and perfectly 
photogenic designer decay, even though the general populous is a mix of corporates 
and trust-fund art-school dropout kiddies with mould-ridden dreadlocks. When they 
say Melbourne has culture, they really mean food and alcohol and even then, this 
means either Foie Gras or strictly “ethical” vegan menus whose components are 
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dutifully provided by indentured third-world workers (who can seldom afford the 
raw ingredients they produce, much less the overpriced final product).67  
I never was much of a foodie but I couldn’t help but be disappointed every time I 
could be fucked to make the hour and a half trip from Moe to the city.68 For all the 
talk of Melbourne’s cultural richness, there is very little to do in Brunswick other 
than binge on overpriced, trendy fare or drink yourself into a stupor amongst the 
local wildlife—who could have been hilarious with a slither of self-awareness, but 
ultimately end up depressing by manner of their meticulously manufactured 
pantomime.  
Between the mix of questionably-priced food and bars whose purpose seems 
less to get drunk and more to demonstrate the various extremes of bad taste in 
interior decoration stands the Town Hall, flat in the middle of Sydney Road.69 
Named, apparently, because you seriously considered getting the fuck out of there 
after walking a block. While the moulding brick is variously disguised at ground-
level, from the street one can see the crumbling decay of the upper-stories, which in 
turn give way to a dystopian spider-web of above-ground power and tram wires. My 
whole life, other Sydneysiders told me I’d love Melbourne, and it really shows how 
ignorant liberals are of what makes lefties tick when I moved there. It would be like 
telling an Italian they’d just love Leichardt because there’s pasta.    
                                                          
67 While perhaps a somewhat reductive analysis influenced by Jenkins’s “no such thing as ethical 
consumption under capitalism” position, he is, in fact, correct. Various staple grains of third-world 
populaces have become unaffordable to their own producers due to ravenous consumption by first-
world vegans, most notably quinoa, which is a monolith as far as ethical consumption is concerned. 
Refer to Blythman, J. 2013 “Can Vegans Stomach the Unpalatable Truth about Quinoa”, The 
Guardian, Jan 16. 
68 Moe is a town in the Gippsland region that has, due to its distance from Melbourne’s CBD, largely 
remained unaffected by the housing bubble. According to the region’s realestate.com profile, the 
median house value sits on $170,000 which to a Sydneysider like Jenkins must seem like the realm of 
fantasy. 
69 Sydney Road is Melbourne’s largest continuous shopping strip which makes its way through much 
of the city. 
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 I was staying a suburb or two away in Ascot Vale, a kind of yuppie purgatory 
where Sydneysider’s idealised dreams of Melbourne went to die.70 My only friend 
with a spare room in the state, Scotty, was housing me at his folk’s place and I was 
flummoxed by the juxtaposition of dilapidated buildings and heinously overinflated 
real-estate prices to rival Sydney’s own. Scotty’s Dad was a Union brickie who’d 
struck gold when he’d realised just how many bourgies needed their hideous red 
brick monstrosities rendered to stave off the inevitable depression that comes with 
spending so much to receive so little in terms of housing and quality of life. As such, 
Scotty was a special kind of lefty in that while he was an Anarchist like me, he was 
socialised to murder vowels and drunkenly punch people for non-political reasons —
the only kind we tend to glorify—but I couldn’t help but love the bastard anyway. 
The ocker union Lefty was a dying breed and that saddened me, because the voice of 
the working class was no longer really that working class. Neither was Scotty either, 
technically speaking, but his Dad’s fortune was newly-found, and they’d previously 
lived out in Werribee, which for the uninitiated is Victoria’s Penrith. It’s most 
famous for a group of teenagers who filmed themselves abusing a disabled girl and 
selling the DVD for six bucks in their schoolyard.71 One of those teenagers became a 
Nazi some years later but that’s another story for another time. 
With that in mind, he was as uncomfortable in his own city as I was. As a refugee of 
Sydney’s gentrification, I had the displeasure of finding that it followed me like a 
                                                          
70 Once again, despite clear bias, Jenkins is inadvertently correct. Realestate.com lists Ascot Vale’s 
median property price at $1.13 million, putting it roughly on par with Sydney’s own egregious prices. 
71 The Teenage Kings of Werribee: Several individuals, unfortunately minors at the time filmed 
themselves urinating on, sexually assaulting and setting fire to the hair of a disabled girl and 
distributed the footage under the title Cunt: The Movie during 2006. Most escaped major 
repercussions due to age. One went on to become a Neo-Nazi, and years later they attempted to 
release a sequel called CTM: 2 which depicted them partaking of a string of break-and-enters, beating 
a homeless man and other infractions. To the chagrin of residents, this is probably what the town is 
best known for outside of Victoria. Refer to Heller-Nicholas, A. 2014, “Teenage Kings and ‘Heroic’ 
Rapists”, Overland, 21 Feb. https://overland.org.au/2014/02/teenage-kings-and-heroic-rapists/ 
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demon clinging to my back despite travelling two hours to university every other day 
to be able to afford an apartment in bumfuck nowhere Gippsland.  
 In any case, Scotty and I were struggling to find parking as we entered 
Brunswick. I was nearly run through by a tram (“Mate, it’s called a hook-turn,” said 
Scotty “You have to turn right from the left lane!”— I say that’s fucking horseshit.) 
But mercifully my evasive manoeuvre found us a park in a side-street and we began 
the tedious walk to the venue for a couple of blocks. 
“Maaaate,” said Scotty, in a drawl full of silent and exaggerated ‘y’s”, 
“You’re gonna fuarkin’ love this shit. The cunts from the Anarchist library in Sydney 
got their shit back together; there’s the fuckin’ … Bulgarian Prisoner’s Association72 
hockin’ facemasks and shirts and shit, blokes from Rojava giving a talk about 
floggin’ ISIS cunts while the right-wingers whinge about refugees or whatever … 
more Antifascist Action stickers than you could poke a stick at to slap on these 
fuckin’ trams …” 
“But what about networking opportunities? Surely there’s gotta be another 
Anarchist in this town who isn’t a fucking liberal in disguise and isn’t, well, us?” 
“That’s uh …” he said, hesitating, “That’s a little less encouraging.” 
We walked past a Sake bar where side-by-side Gen Y douchebags in the op-shop 
special and pompous boomers drank side-by-side merrily, as if the former knew that 
becoming the later was undoubtedly their fate. 
                                                          
72 The BPA or Bulgarian Prisoner’s Association is a not-for-profit organised formed by Jock 
Palfreeman, an Anarchist who was imprisoned for a prolonged period in Bulgaria after fatally 
stabbing a Neo-Nazi in self-defence who happened to be the son of a prominent (ironically socialist) 
politician. The organisation deals in both prisoner rights as well as legal support for imprisoned far-
left activists. Refer to Korsikov, D. 2008 Prison Unions? You Bet, Freedom Press, Sofia and the 
BPA’s own website:  https://bpra.info/en/tag/bpra/ 
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“I fucking LEFT Sydney because of all the tankies73 and liberal fucks that 
pass for Antifascists there — you’ve been hyping this shit up for fucking months and 
you’re telling me I’m walking back into the thick of that shitshow?” 
“Look J,” said Scotty frowning “It ain’t much but there’s no Anarchist book 
fair in Sydney. And besides, you’re stuck here until you finish that pompous fuckin’ 
history degree. Howsabout we both give Adelaide a shot? I heard you can get across 
it in twenty minutes … and there’s no Sydney congestion OR trams.” 
At this point we passed the fifth or so tapas joint, each as distastefully decorated as 
the last and overall offering very little motivation to empty our pockets on a dozen 
miniscule plates of overpriced, glorified bar nuts, but from the crowds they seemed 
to be doing alright. 
“Fuck off Scotty, you’re studying graphic design. That’s the most liberal 
horseshit outside of Animal Science and Software Engineering … and I don’t know 
if I want to live in a place called ‘The City of Churches’ either.” 
“Yeah, nah; fair,” he resigned, exhaling and flicking out the end of his ciggy.  
By the end of this exchange, we finally came to the place we’d set out to visit, as 
indicated by a black-and-red sign advertising “Anarchist Book Fair: FREE ENTRY” 
the multiple pavement chalk markings of the tell-tale “A” pointing towards a 
columned building that might once have been painted white before neglect turned it 
to a sickly beige dotted with black mould flourishing in nooks that captured 
moisture. 
“Scotty,” I wondered aloud, “Is this a fucking council building?” 
                                                          
73 “Tankies” is a derogatory term used by Anarcho-Communists, Libertarian Socialists and other 
autonomous Leftists to refer to Stalinists, Trotskyists, Marxist-Leninist-Maoists and other forms of 
authoritarian communists who often insist that Anarchists will be the next to be placed in gulags or 
executed following their “inevitable revolution”. This tension is mostly contingent on historical 
instances of Authoritarian Communists double-crossing Anarchists during instances of joint 
operations supposedly enacted in solidarity. 
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“Welcome to Brunswick, mate.”74 
I shook my head in disbelief as we crossed the threshold. Immediately at the door I 
was accosted for donations that the retired hippy types insisted were voluntary 
despite the multiple indications of “FREE” entry. I thought that it wasn’t very 
anarchist of them but was placated at the assurance that my contribution would go to 
various Indigenous causes. After passing through the foyer, my disappointment 
turned from tentative to palpable. The “book fair” was relegated to a single hall aside 
from the talks, held in a separate building and even then, the hall wasn’t that packed. 
Indeed, the clear majority of the stalls seemed to be shady opportunists selling 
second-hand Anarchist texts (most of which I’d already read) at prices that were 
undoubtedly at least ten times what they’d cost, some of them with the second-hand 
bookshop stickers, half-scratched off, still on them. Not wanting to show my 
disappointment so openly to Scotty, who being a Melburian no doubt thought this 
was the peak of Anarchist organisation (from what I’d seen of other Melbourne 
“Anarchists” they had a propensity for agonising over endless theoretical debates 
while never actually attending rallies) I excused myself to hang a piss. Scrawled on 
the stall wall was the phrase Australians are Apathetic. Underneath, in another 
colour was Who cares? They weren’t wrong on either account.  
I bought a facemask from the BPA but didn’t have the heart to deal with a 
long talk about the organisation’s history—I’d seen their website and their 
representative was essentially reciting their “about” section robotically for what must 
                                                          
74 While various academics have accused Jenkins of embellishing his diaries as much as McMillan 
(although from perhaps a diametrically opposed angle) such as in J. Abram’s assertion that “Jenkins’s 
diaries are as much a pinko manifesto as a journal,” our sources confirm that the annual Australian 
Anarchist Book Fair is indeed held in Brunswick Town Hall in Melbourne. See also: Abrams, J. “But 
where is the objectivity? Two Diaries; No Facts.” Quadrant, vol. 8 no. 4, pp. 16. (Note: While 
Abrams’s own article does make some good points about ideological lean in writing in both diaries, it 
is worth noting that his own entry quite flagrantly quotes false figures as well as a selection of 
falsified “facts” for the purposes of discrediting left-wing economics. – Ed.) 
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have been the nth time. Amongst all the posturing, I found some real activists at the 
Kurdish table, where I had the pleasure of meeting several Anarchists who’d made 
swiss cheese out of ISIS operatives and genocidal Turks alike.75 Star struck, I 
wondered why all the patchouli-reeking art school kids that surrounded us couldn’t 
be this involved, and immediately felt like an impostor myself. I took some numbers 
and contact details promising to help in any way I could, and thought to myself 
Scotty might have had a point when they revealed they were mostly based in 
Adelaide.    
 We tried to drag out our time at the event, having promised to make a day of 
it, but we barely managed over an hour—and that was after at least a couple of 
minutes conversation with every stall-holder. I put on a brave face for Scotty and 
moderated the appearance of my disappointment as another childhood dream was 
effectively laid to rest. This was supposed to be my big inauguration into Melbourne, 
having only recently moved and set up; but like most of my experiences here, it fell 
miserably flat. 
We resigned ourselves to attending a local bar that promised vegan pub meals 
and live music of the punk variety, both of which were mediocre. The textured 
vegetable protein schnitzel was rubbery and bore little resemblance to its namesake, 
while the music was punk in the same way that interfaith hospital chapels are grand 
cathedrals and/or legitimate places of worship. Abandoning my gelatinous schnitty, I 
went to sit morosely at the bar as Scotty tried to cheer me up by providing derisive 
                                                          
75 In the last decade, a multitude of Kurdish-Australian activists and miscellaneous Anarchists have 
left the country to volunteer in the fight against ISIS with the Kurdish resistance. Due to the awkward 
situation of the Kurdish resistance themselves being classified as terrorists due to ongoing disputes 
with the Turkish who committed genocide against the Kurds (and who are US allies) many of these 
have been detained in detention centres or held on questionable terrorism charges. Others haven’t 
been lucky enough to return. While media coverage has been negligible, The Guardian has covered 
the stories of several of these individuals.  
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but humorous commentary on the various denizens of the pub and how ironically 
uncool they managed to be in their attempts at coolness; this backfired grandly when 
a young lady with copious (no doubt unclean) dreadlocks (and an Antifascist 
Action76 shirt so brazen my first thought was that she might be an undercover cop) 
saw him gesture at her.77 Somehow, she took this to mean that we must have thought 
she was a bit of alright and not punishing to behold and so she made her way over to 
our bar stools and perched herself beside me. I will admit, she wouldn’t have been 
bad looking at all if it weren’t for the hairdo and performative getup.78  
“Are you guys new to Melbourne?” she said, eyeing us over a sip of craft 
beer.  
“I’m a local,” said Scotty. “But he is.” 
“Is it that obvious?” I said, as proud as I was self-conscious of my K-Mart 
attire. 
                                                          
76 For the entirely uninitiated, Antifascist Action or “Antifa” for short is a decentralised political 
movement dating back to the 1920’s made up of Anarchists and various other autonomous leftists 
with the goal of opposing fascism in all forms. In Australia they are mostly responsible for countering 
rallies held by hate groups and advocating for refugees and Indigenous land rights. The movement has 
no governing body and is relegated to a loose network of localised cells. They are probably best 
known for their proclivity towards “black bloc” tactics where the members cover their faces and wear 
matching black to protect their identities and communicate a militarised presence, and a tendency 
towards confrontational protest tactics which often include property damage — although Australia’s 
chapters are tame compared to the US’s notorious Berklee protestors or Berlin’s own prolific local 
movement. Refer to Bray, M. 2017 Antifa: The Anti-Fascist Handbook, Melville Books, NY.  
77 In the last ten years, Caucasian dreadlocks, despite having once been synonymous with leftism, 
have gone somewhat out of vogue. They have been declared culturally inappropriative due to the 
religious connotations in Rastafarianism and various studies have shown that non-afro-textured hair, 
when forced to matte unnaturally grows mildew and is highly unhygienic. While still popular in 
moderate left-liberal circles, the hard-left has synonymised them with being painfully bourgeoise and 
out-of-touch — not to mention unsanitary, although the latter of these observations has an apolitical 
basis. While ultimately irrelevant to the course of the diary entries, hopefully this will explain 
Jenkins’s derision and aversion towards Janine Clarke, who he christened “Mouldylocks” for self-
evident reasons. For more information on the socio-cultural phenomena, refer to White, R. 2014 
“Cracka, That Ain’t Yours”: Crimping, Kardashians and the Commodification of Black Bodies, 
Herald Press, Boston. 
78 In the time between the events described in this diary and his untimely death, Jenkins attracted a 
barrage of criticism for his macho, gung-ho brand of activism that many activists felt was 
exclusionary towards women, queer, nonbinary and simply less hardened comrades. He was also 
repeatedly reprimanded for offhandedly commenting on the appearances of women activists. Janine 
Clarke, the woman he was referring to would go on to say “While he was certainly a figurehead, he 
was not immune to the kinds of traps men fall into. Always.” (See Appendix III)  
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“A little bit,” she offered. “I saw you two milling around the Anarchist book 
fair, but I haven’t seen you at any meetings?” 
“Hello fellow kids, I am also an Antifa,”79 said Scotty, spitting his drink a 
little bit while he dragged out the “I” as a long “ee” sound, like the uninformed and 
most Americans do. “Where is the international board meeting so we can um, how 
do you say, ‘fuck the police’?” 
“Pardon?” she said, evidently confused. She was clearly new to the scene. 
Probably jumped ship from the Young Greens or Socialist Alternative, which is not 
uncommon. 
“Who do you know, lady? Rule one of black bloc: act like you’re already 
infiltrated.” 
“Do you know Anna?” 
“I do know Anna. Everyone knows Anna. What’s her real last name?” 
“Barnett.” 
“And why doesn’t she tell people what it is?” 
“Because she doesn’t want people to know she’s Courtney Barnett’s 
cousin.”80 
“Okay,” he said with resignation, sipping from the froth of his VB, and 
turning to me “She’s legit.” While he spoke resignedly, it seemed affected and in fact 
                                                          
79 A running joke amongst Anarchists based around the misconception amongst conservatives that 
Antifascist Action is an organisation with centralised leadership and a board of shareholders. If 
someone who is suspected to be an undercover cop is around, they will make remarks to this affect, as 
well as other outlandish jokes based around popular misinformation with regards to the movement, 
usually pertaining to carrying membership cards, a weekly newsletter or meetings that are anything 
more than small and clandestine. For further information, refer to Braithwaite, A. 2017, George Soros 
Paid Me, Freedom Press, NY.  
80 Indie Folk-Rock singer-songwriter Courtney Barnett, who despite being a staple fixture of 
Melbourne pop culture is largely despised by the hardcore punk scene which crosses over heavily with 
Anarchism and antifascism. She is perceived as the epitome of ineffectual liberalism. See also: Devon, 
F. 2015 “F**k Triple J,”: Bourgie Radio and the Millennial Aversion to State-Subsidies Media, Small 
Press Books, Melbourne. 
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he seemed perhaps overly pleased that she was legitimately one of us, problematic 
hair and all. 
For the next half-hour, I resigned myself to forcing conversation with 
Mouldylocks. She talked mostly about entry-level theory (you know, “dialectical 
materialism” as if it matters) and the kind of weird post-fourth-gen pop-culture 
feminism that would have made Margaret Atwood definitely disown the label.81 
Scotty kept looking over smugly, as if this was the kind of networking I was talking 
about. I wasn’t here to make friends with first-year defectors from the Socialist 
Alliance who hadn’t gotten the memo about dreadlocks yet, even if they did know 
Anna. Eventually, conversation turned to land rights and I expressed my contempt 
over the nomenclature of the Gippsland region’s federal seat.82 
“Oh, it’s a travesty,” she said, “But do us whitefellas really have any business 
complaining?” 
“He’s no whitefella, love.” said Scotty. 
“Oh,” she said, looking thoroughly shocked, “Are you Greek or something?” 
“Wirradjuri, actually.”  
Her eyes widened once again and her mouth formed a shocked “o”.  
“What’s so surprising?” 
“Well …” she whispered, “You’re just, uh, really hot for a Koori bloke,”83 
                                                          
81 Seminal feminist sci-fi/spec-fic author Margaret Atwood was famously prone to owning or 
disowning the feminist label over the years depending on whether she found current developments in 
the movement satisfactory at the time of query — although in recent years she has been more 
consistent. For perhaps her least oscillating stance on the matter, see The Handmaid’s Tale and Oryx 
& Crake in Context (2004) PMLA.   
82 For any readers who have skipped ahead, this is in reference to the East Gippsland massacres and 
their perpetrator, Angus McMillan (the ancestor of Samhain McMillan) for whom the federal seat of 
Gippsland is named. See Footnote 4, Chapter One for a brief overview. 
83 While technically Janine is not incorrect in referring to Jason as “Koori” as this is a blanket term for 
Indigenous Australians whose heritage lies in New South Wales and Victoria, Wirradjuri is a specific 
nation from central New South wales and this interaction would be equivalent to having told someone 
you were Sudanese or Kenyan and then being told you were “attractive for an African”. Arguably, 
someone in activist circles should know better. See University of Sydney 2002, The Kinship Module, 
USYD Press, Sydney.  
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I felt my blood pressure rise, but I only managed to correct her.  
“Wirradjuri,” I said through gritted teeth, although I really meant “FOR?!”. She put 
her hand on my inner thigh and whispered in my ear, “You know, I’ve always 
wanted to … make reparations for colonialism …” 
I stood up abruptly, spilling my beer all over her, Scotty and the bar. 
“You’re absolutely fucking disgusting, you neo-imperialist cunt.” I let out 
flatly. 
She looked like she was about to burst into tears for a brief moment, but then the 
corners of her mouth curled into a wry grin. 
“I don’t know if you’re serious or not,” she rasped breathily, “But you boys 
can Eiffel Tower me if you can keep that level of discourse up …”84 
Scotty looked at me like a child on Christmas morning, shit-eating open-
mouthed grin gleefully expectant as if to say, “Can we?’ 
“NO, CUNT!” I bellowed, more to Scotty than her as I grabbed his arm and 
dragged him far, far away from temptation, leaving Mouldylocks to soak in shitty, 
overpriced beer and hopefully (but unlikely) left alone to think long and hard about 
what she may have said to offend me. “Most progressive state,” my beige, mixed-
race arse.85 
 
                                                          
84 Editor’s note: While we feel like this colloquialism is self-explanatory, Dr Dawson did not feel 
comfortable elaborating so just in case we advise the curious reader to consult the following Urban 
Dictionary definition: 
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=eiffel%20towering 
85 Mrs. Janine Clarke-McGowan, now a notable civil rights lawyer fervently denies the veracity of this 
section, saying it was embellished for comedic purposes. She allowed this reprint of Jenkins’s diaries 
under the expressed provision that we include this disclaimer in our text. Scotty McGowan, her 
estranged husband disputes this claim and says it’s “True to the letter and still funny as fuck.” 
Referring to Appendix VII, we can only hazard our own guesses at what the truth entails. Clarke 
describes McGowan as a “Virulent misogynist cloaking his contempt for women in working-class 
platitutdes,” While McGowan describes Clarke as having a “Martyrdom/saviour complex that would 
have seen the crucified Christ hanging on the cross rolling his holy eyes and saying, ‘Ease up, 
turbo!’.” 
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Several entries have been excluded due to irrelevant details concerning Jenkins’s 
newfound employment at a local fish and chips shop, their stress pertaining to 
assignments and their frustration with the unliveable conditions of their nevertheless 
expensive apartment, and their struggle to find a suitable replacement where they 
weren’t sharing and were indeed, on the lease. Hope arises in the form of a new 
block of affordable apartments that Jenkins soon applies for. Jenkins also details his 
formation of a local Antifascist Action cell along with Scotty, Janine (referred to 
earlier as Mouldylocks, who had since become Scotty’s partner) and various friends 
from the area. It also details their failed attempt to counter-rally a white supremacist 
protest, which saw very little attendance from the newly-formed collective and ended 
in Jenkins’s arrest.  
  
June 2008 
I rang the realtor and was subsequently on hold for a solid forty minutes. Just as I 
was about to hurl the phone into the drywall out of frustration, I heard a click. 
"Good afternoon and welcome to Jay Black Realtors, how may I help you?" chimed 
a voice that drew the middle line between the forced enthusiasm that accompanies 
the terrifying rictus of face-to-face customer service reps, translated verbatim down 
the phone line. 
“So, uh, when were you planning to inform approved applicants that the new 
development had been bought?" I asked them, moderating my aggression as much as 
possible. 
The lady on the phone line made a few involuntarily, uncomfortable choking 
noises before I spoke over her. I felt bad afterwards, shooting the prole messenger — 
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but part of me didn’t give a shit when I’d give my left nut to work a phone line in an 
air-conditioned office. 
“Also, who the fuck let the descendant of a genocidal lunatic whose ancestor 
killed hundreds in this region buy fucking land here?” 
“My apologies, sir. I have nothing to do with that department and our agency 
will promptly refund your expenditure pertaining to bond—” 
I hung up on her. Customer “service” my arse. I didn’t really know why I 
called. The letter informing us exactly what she just told me arrived that morning. I 
didn’t know it was legal to pull a building out from that many potential tenants, but 
then again none of us had yet signed a lease. The building certainly hadn’t been for 
sale, so I balked at imagining what figure might have forced their hand when there 
was so much rent money to be extorted. 
“Descendant of Revered Pioneer Angus McMillan Buys Apartments and 
Aims to Restore Ancestor’s Estate,” read the Guardian article. “Revered pioneer”. 
How disgustingly liberal — same kind of discourse that calls Hitler a former-head-
of-state and Kim Jong Un “democratically elected”. A quick read-through confirms 
that McMillan’s great-great whatever-the-fuck bought the apartments I’d just applied 
for — and worse, he intended to keep them vacant for “further development”. I’m no 
economist but I’m pretty sure that’s bourgie code for keeping them vacant to up the 
prices. I’d heard about investors doing that and I’d thought it had been at least 
partially played up by the media … until someone did it to the apartment block I was 
about to move into. I messaged every anarchist I knew in Victoria on Slack and 
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called an emergency assembly, wondering how many would show up in the end.86 It 
was, after all, before midday.  
I paced up-and-down my living room while Anna hung her head 
apologetically. Despite the pervasive stereotype of the pissed-off lefty feminist, she 
was usually the bubbliest in the room. Not today; her chances at getting out of her 
parent’s abusive, religiously fundamentalist household were dashed on the rocks like 
a Golden Eagle’s prey. My roommates refused to vacate the setting of our second 
meeting, lounging silently except to swear when they cashed a cone and the ashes 
singed the carpet, while the various members that had decided to show after their 
absence at the last “rally” looked like dogs who’d pissed in their owner’s shoes.87 I 
wasn’t going to comfort them; their presence could have saved me a night in jail, and 
indeed saved the protest itself from being an absolute joke at our expense. 
“Can I have a show of hands,” I said, teeth gritted, “Of everyone who applied 
for apartments at the new development?” 
Janine, Anna and four of the six (relative) newbies raised their arms.  
“So, roughly half of us?” (There were motions of nodding around the room, 
although nobody seemed keen to speak.) 
“I suppose you all know what I’m about to suggest?” 
“What we do best?” proposed Anna, beginning to regain a little resolve. 
                                                          
86 Slack is an encrypted chat application, used extensively by workplaces. If Jenkins is to be believed, 
it has also been adopted by political activists, despite the obvious advantages of more secure, less 
workplace-focussed applications like Wickr and Signal. 
87 For the uninitiated, “cashing” a “cone” refers to when the business-end of a bong becomes blocked 
and is unable to have the smoking material pulled through. A “cone” is a single measurement of 
marijuana loaded into the “conepiece,” the brass end after the stem of the bong, sometimes substituted 
for aluminium from soft drink cans in which the material is ignited. In the Northern hemisphere, it is 
quite common to “cash” a cone without complaint before emptying the burned contents, however, in 
Australia the ashes are pulled through into the water and a cashed cone can vary depending on the 
smoker from a mark of inadequacy to simple disappointment at the unfulfilled ritual. [Editor’s note, 
Dr. Dawson can offer no citations for this, simply a misspent youth.] 
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“Now,” I said, “I hate to be the group cop or whatever, but anyone who 
doesn’t show for this gets kicked from the Slack channel. It’s not like this is some 
exclusive group, but we really can’t waste time on chasing up people who aren’t 
going to put in the effort. Mutual aid. Key-word: ‘mutual’. That means we all pull 
our weight. We need as many feet on the ground as possible.” 
“Look at you,” offered Anna, finally cracking an unmitigated smile, “This is 
what the Sydney crew said you were like!” 
“And the tanks say Anarchists don’t have any strong organisation?” 
 We began to plan. While passing through the town, buying up any apartment 
young or working-class people could afford, McMillan Junior, whose first name was 
“Samhain,” (however the fuck you’d say that) had paid Old Gippstown, a sort of 
Hill-End style historical re-enactment joint an obscene sum of money to buy his 
ancestor’s old homestead, Bushy Park.88 (It’s pronounced “Sou-wen,” said Scotty, “It 
means Summer’s end,” interjected Scotty and we all wondered how the fuck an “mh” 
became a “w” but he insisted it was “Just Celtic, mate. You’d all know the language 
better if the British hadn’t, you know, wiped the culture out.”) 
This riled me up particularly. Property developers aren’t the best people at 
the best of times, in fact, they were fucking vultures— but it was one thing to do 
your job at the expense of others (everyone must survive under capitalism) but it’s 
another thing entirely to preserve, no, enshrine perpetrators of genocide. 
To celebrate their newfound riches, Old Gippstown was offering a discounted 
entry fee to anyone from the state who could confirm their address via ID to 
celebrate their newfound funding. Apparently, McMillan planned to move the 
                                                          
88 Hill End is a historical re-enactment park in Bathurst dedicated to Gold Rush-era coverage, similar 
to the now-defunct Old Sydney Town. Old Gippstown is a similar establishment in Gippsland, and a 
somewhat distasteful one at that — choosing to list the homestead of “pioneer” Angus McMillan as 
one of their main attractions.  
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original house onto some vacant land and renovate it, while also funding the 
construction of a replica at the site. It was a big attraction there, fuck knows why. 
When you bring up McMillan to most people, they either mention the massacres or 
have never heard of the bloke. They’d had the audacity to write the very clear 
business transaction as a “mutual donation for the further preservation of history”. It 
was almost as if they wanted to goad the local uni students into hurling bottles of piss 
— which was precisely what we had planned. We weren’t promoting the protest 
under the “Antifascist Action” label; we didn’t want the negative attention from 
Nazis. Instead, we got in touch with some local Indigenous outreach groups and 
began to spread the event on a more general scale, in a moderate manner that would 
appeal to undergrad liberals as much as a more hardened activist audience. 
Hopefully, even academics. And while the liberals and tankies all sang “Solidarity 
Forever” over megaphones and held picketed signs, we’d really make our distaste 
heard.  
It wasn’t going to un-buy the development; and certainly, at this point 
McMillan was beyond saving if he was willing to pay that much for the “historical” 
house. It would be like trying to preach about Jewish discrimination to the 
grandchildren of SS officers. Our plans were not co-ordinated, but we drank orange 
juice out of glass bottles en masse to fill with urine, corn-starch and whatever else we 
could think of. One of the previously silent newbies said he was going to attempt 
Napalm, but we didn’t have too much faith in the polystyrene-based recipe he’d 
found on the internet. As pissed off as I was, I was, on some level, also thankful. 
This was exactly what I needed to ignite the fire of the newbies and renew it in 
Scotty who had recently been more interested in lounging around Janine’s place than 
punching anything, much less oppressors. We had a good time, making our various 
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tools of protest, laughing at the expense of our opposition. I even managed to secure 
my residency once again, and although I wasn’t exactly looking forward to going 
back to the cat-piss and bong-scented apartment, at least I knew I had a place to stay 
and my roommates had removed the ad from Gumtree. I had to pull myself up for a 
moment and remind myself that I didn’t do this for fun; I did it because it was the 
right thing to do, and because nobody else was willing.  
 In the days following, our meetings became more frequent and organised. 
While my roommates enjoyed their pharmaceutical catatonia, Anna tapped away at 
my computer, rallying every group in the state she could find that wouldn’t attract 
police attention. The ever-questionable Socialist Alliance and Alternatives both, 
Grandmothers Against Removals and Warriors of the Aboriginal Resistance were a 
few who answered our rallying cries. I read various resistance techniques to the 
newbies, and detailed various tactical approaches to protest familiarising them with 
the more moderate approaches of our allied groups so that they might blend in and 
acquainted them with various tankie and liberal slogans that were usually deemed too 
hackneyed for our purposes. They’d look like perfect little campus liberals and not 
hard-line Antifascists. Under these circumstances, usually we would be mass-
promoting such an event on Facebook, but to keep it low-key, we left that to our 
allies who we stressed must not name us.  
 While Anna rallied our support and co-ordinated our notably subdued web 
presence and I familiarised the new blood with the ins and outs of the so-called “art 
of protest,” Gerald, the newbie, somewhat perilously used my stove to melt 
Styrofoam in petrol, nearly setting my kitchen ablaze while it boiled somewhat 
perilously close to the flame that fuelled it. Scottie and Janine showed the rest how to 
covertly repurpose glass orange juice bottles for less sanitary means of voicing 
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displeasure. The house was abuzz with activity while my comically inactive 
roommates sat dead still and silent as monuments, breaking from their statue routine 
only to pull cones and mumble, “What?” at the proceedings that surrounded them. 
 In the end, we had a dozen bottles of piss and glitter, one of overly viscous 
and perhaps not-even-real napalm courtesy of Gerald, a dozen NGO’s and 
community groups bearing our torch and half a dozen newbies who were at least 
polite enough to pretend they listened. With our preparation complete, I felt a 
seldom-appearing sense of wellbeing and optimism. I began to count down the days. 
 
June 2008 (II) 
The diversion tactic worked well. Without the event being tied to any Anarchist 
pages, which were stringently monitored by the Nazis and “nationalists,” we were 
able to amass quite a large turnout, mostly amongst the middle-aged leftist 
demographic which I didn’t even know existed in these parts, but I assumed they 
were mostly travelling from Melbourne. At first, the beady-eyed shit-eaters that 
passed for staff at the “open-air museum” were rubbing their hands together for a 
record profit until they started to notice how many of the people shelling out for the 
egregious cost of entry were also carrying picket signs, and suddenly their shit-eating 
grins were nervous, twitchy grimaces framing constantly wringing hands. Through 
the channels of broader Green/Indigenous reconciliation groups we’d pulled a much 
larger audience than we ever could have on our own, to the point where even the 
media made an appearance. The goons from Channel 9 showed up, more than likely 
to twist this into something it wasn’t. We began to amass around a replica shearing 
shed surrounded by yellow tape, the “honour” of the cutting of which fell on 
McMillan thanks to his donation. The crowd murmured with agitation, holding signs 
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but yet to partake of any chants until it was warranted. Several pigs had begun to 
skulk around the perimeters, and two more began to escort out the man himself, as he 
took to the front veranda of the poorly recreated building. His appearance was 
answered with boos, hisses and agitated sign-waving. “No Pride in Genocide” was 
the most common slogan amongst them, but some were more colourful.  
Samhain McMillan was possibly the greasiest human I'd ever seen. He was tallish 
and had the build of an NRL player gone to seed, his suit stretched across his gut and 
shoulders. Not that he was fat by any means, but he had the overwhelming look of a 
man who had once frequented gyms only to slowly replace these with a see-saw 
method of coke binges and cheese platters, betrayed by the sagging flesh hanging off 
his still-young face. It was solidly overcast with intermittent drizzle, but oldmate 
insisted on wearing an oversized pair of aviators to complement the gel-slicked 
number four he clearly thought would offset the receding at his temples. It didn't. 
Seeing the approaching mass of protestors that no longer included just the local 
lefties, but also single mums, families, and some young professionals who had also 
been shafted, he responded with a smug grin and a regal wave, taking to the cheap 
podium they’d constructed with a microphone leading to a portable PA, speakers 
haphazardly copping mild rain either side of the veranda. The CEO of the 
establishment walked on-stage from the side, accompanied by another cop and they 
shook hands theatrically, smiling not at one another but at the media presence 
amongst the protestors. Disengaging from the CEO, a man of a similar appearance 
except a little older and entirely bald, he placed his hands on the podium and began 
to speak. 
“It brings me great pleasure to be here today, tasked with preserving history,” 
he began, voice echoing over the questionable amplification. The crowd responded 
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by upping their volume. Aside from the protestors, a few bloated boomers answered 
with claps that they mitigated upon seeing the faces of the protestors. 
“My ancestor was many things — all things to all people, you might even 
say,” he continued; the CEO turned up the volume on the PA to counter the rising 
volume of the crowd. 
“I do not condone all of his actions,” at which point the crowd quietened for a 
moment, “But are we meant to knock down the Roman Coliseums for having hosted 
blood sport? Erase every Confederate monument in America’s South because it’s 
controversial?” (The crowd’s volume picked up once again now.) 
 
“No. History is rife with blood shed unfairly. And if we are not aware of our 
mistakes, how are we to learn from them? A history tainted by injustice does not 
change the fact that it’s our history — and history is to be maintained, however 
unpleasant. Not because it’s inherently good but because it happened, and we must 
remember. From this remembrance, we may learn. With that, it is my great honour to 
open the expansion of Old Gippstown,” 
 
As McMillan motioned to cut the yellow tape with the scissors the CEO had handed 
to him, I nodded to Scotty. Scotty pulled back his arm and hurled a glass bottle in 
McMillan’s general direction. Missing his head by a foot, it shattered upon the 
outside of the gutter, and McMillan copped a solid sprinkle of piss and broken 
glass.89 He ducked down behind the podium, as if this were a shooting, and 
emboldened by the direct action, the mixture of assorted liberal and Green protestors 
                                                          
89 This instance is one of the examples of instances of “selective memory” or perhaps just poor 
recounting skills in McMillan’s own accounts. What he described as “a few patronising words about 
preserving history” neglects to mention that his acquisition was accompanied by a sizeable protest that 
turned ugly very quickly.  
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began to push towards the stage while the boomers in favour of the event ran for 
cover. The cops were frozen for a moment, not having predicted such action from 
what they assumed to be a mostly moderate group, before making motions to run for 
Scotty, but the crowd of bodies between him and them were not going to make that 
easy. Signalling to the rest, we reached into our bags and continued to pelt the 
shearing shed with more bottles of piss, corn-starch and paint mixed with glitter 
while the cops attempted to push through the dense crowd to lay waste to us. As they 
bore closer, despite the best efforts of the older protestors I had one last idea before 
we were inevitably arrested. I turned to the newbie who, in his newfound enthusiasm, 
had probably thrown the most bottles yet. 
“Gerald, have you got the napalm?” 
He nodded. 
“Give it to me?” 
Obliging, he unzipped the front pocket. Retrieving the BPA face covering I had in 
my pocket, as none of us had black blocked to avoid suspicion, I threaded it into the 
mouth of the bottle just as the pigs reached Scotty. He ducked behind several larger, 
older protestors and made a break for the stage. With my lighter, I ignited the end of 
the BPA mask, and still unsure of the effectiveness of Gerald’s recipe, I spun on my 
heel. Scotty reached the stage, where most of the cops had dispersed, and bolting for 
McMillan, managed to swing a fantastic punch into the property developer’s jaw just 
as the last cop on stage caught him with an even better hit with their baton. Scotty 
went down like a tonne of bricks while the copper motioned to cuff him. Now facing 
Bushy Park, which was currently closed off with various construction signs, I hurled 
the napalm bottle at it. The glass clipped the corner of the building, igniting a small 
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section of the column upholding the veranda’s roof. McMillan, now pulling himself 
up from the podium clutching his jaw roared like a wounded animal. 
“MY HOUSE!”90 
I turned to him and raised my middle finger defiantly, just as the two cops crossed 
the last several metres between the old liberals and me, and I swiftly copped a baton 
to the temple.  
 
June 2008 (III) 
“You bloody larrikins don’t know how lucky you are,” said Chief Piggy to 
Scotty, Gerald and I as he unlocked the drunk tank that we’d been stewing in, 
nursing our bruises for the last twelve hours or so.  
“Despite our advice, Mr. McMillan has chosen not to press charges. You got 
off this time, but if I ever see any of you little cunts turn up here again I will 
personally make sure you’re locked up in worse than the drunk tank.” 
“Yeah, alright Chief Wiggum,” said Scotty as he pushed aggressively past the 
pig with his shoulder on the way out. 
“WHAT?!” 
“Nothing,” replied Scotty. “… cunts,” he spat under his breath. 
Janine was waiting outside. I gotta say, dreadlocks and gross fetishization aside, I 
had judged her too early. This was the second time she’d driven us home from the 
cop shop and I’d really begun to appreciate her.  
                                                          
90 Structural fire damage to Bushy Park was minimal due to the hardy construction; however, 
Jenkins’s “napalm” caused considerable aesthetic damage and as such it remained at Old Gippstown 
for repairs for some time — right up until McMillan’s disappearance, which is why there is so much 
confusion about his accounts insisting that his construction and renovation by the banks of the Avon 
River were complete in his notes.  
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“Cheers for bailing us out again, J,” I said, hugging her, before wincing. The 
piggies hadn’t gone light on me, but I probably shouldn’t have complained because 
Scotty was a fucking mess.  
Pulling away and taking Scotty in her arms, stroking his head still-matted 
with blood, she said, “Anna’s in hospital. The pigs went as hard on her and she didn’t 
fare as well.” 
“Fuck,” I responded. “Should we visit her?” 
“Probably not. Her abusive Dad has tried to fight anyone coming to the 
door,”91 
“Jesus,” seconded Scotty. “What happened with her?” 
“She managed to actually crack McMillan on the head with a piss bottle 
before starting to bolt. One of the piggies broke her leg.” 
“Understandable,” I frowned as I spoke, “She needed that apartment more 
than any of us.” 
Janine and Scotty made affirmative noises and nodded. 
 We drove home in relative silence. Janine had managed to avoid a beating, 
only having hurled one glitter bottle and going relatively unnoticed in the chaos. 
While she’d still had the shits with Scotty’s big mouth up until very recently, the 
sight of his face swollen from beatings and his hair and clothes caked with blood 
seemed to soften her somewhat. Eventually, I noticed that we’d been driving for far 
too long. In a trance, I wasn’t quite sure if we’d done good or not. On one hand, we’d 
almost definitely shown McMillan he wasn’t welcome; we’d even managed to 
damage some of the colonialist garbage in that park — but the media had us painted 
                                                          
91 Anna Barnett was unable to be interviewed for this piece; unfortunately, several months after 
Jenkins’s departure for the Kurdish resistance, she committed suicide. Scotty MacGowan and Janine 
Clarke attributed this to continued abuse from her father which they think may have escalated after he 
discovered her application to move out. See the appendix for further information. 
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as apolitical vandals and indeed, some of the middle aged Indigenous and Green 
activists had copped beatings they’d not recovered from as well as ours. Meanwhile, 
McMillan was being painted as a paragon of patience and tolerance despite his whole 
deal being the glorification of intolerance; there was little to no mention of the name 
of the federal seat, or even an explanation of why we opposed McMillan buying the 
old homestead and funding the historical park. I didn’t know how to feel. I did 
however, think of all the harm that came to ours and our allies — and I wanted 
blood. If McMillan was going to become a Gippsland resident now, he’d best get 
used to this kind of greeting.92 
 After a while, I noticed we’d been driving too long— and almost definitely 
the wrong direction. Gippsland was hard country, and as we began to take backroads 
made of dirt and gravel, Janine’s front-wheel-drive Volkswagen began to struggle 
and protest. Snapped out of my reverie, I quietly wondered if her dedication to the 
cause and resolve to help us out was because she had been secretly planning to drive 
us out into the bush and kill us. A big jump, I know, but my nerves were shot from 
the beatings. I looked at Scotty, with concern. He did not look back, nodding off with 
his chin to his chest. 
“Janine, where are we going?” 
“You’ll see, Jason. I think you’ll like it.” 
I crossed my arms. I didn’t really think I was about to die, but I was definitely 
a little uneasy with the whole situation. Eventually, I stepped beyond the veil of sleep 
myself. 
                                                          
92 This is the first of several cues in the last blog entries Jenkins made that caused the police and many 
scholars to believe there may have been a link between him and McMillan’s disappearance. He was 
however, cleared as a person of interest during 2009, which allowed his departure.  
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 I awoke to the car light turning on as Janine opened the door. The sun was 
setting, and we were parked in a clearing somewhere beside a river. The clearing cut 
out onto a sandy bank, which curved in a semi-circle from the cove, giving way to a 
mysterious cave by the side of the river. The beauty was astonishing as the receding 
light reflected over the ripples of the water. The perfection of the spot was marred 
only by an incongruous block of concrete and piping beside a tank, while an equally 
out-of-place yacht of some variety was moored not even ten metres off the sand. 
“Where are we?” I asked Janine, as Scotty rubbed his bruised eye sockets 
exhaustedly.  
“This,” she said, gesturing around her, “Is where McMillan plans on 
relocating Bushy Park. Now, I know he hasn’t moved the joint here yet, but the 
foundations are laid, as is most of the plumbing and he has a fucking yacht by the 
Yarra river. I thought we could send him a more personal message.” She retrieved 
some spray cans from her bag, and shook one vigorously, looking pleased with 
herself. I grinned at Scotty, whose heavily bruised visage replied in turn. We looked 
from one to another smugly before we began work.  
 We covered the concrete block with slogans about genocide and colonialism, 
filling the exposed pipework with leaves, soil, branches and general refuse from the 
surrounding bushland. Scotty and I retrieved the tyre iron from Janine’s boot and 
went to work on knocking in the side of the rainwater tank. Once it began to leak, we 
were satisfied. I placed my lighter and the tyre iron in Janine’s backpack, and we all 
waded into the water. Out of slogans, we sprayed a large, poorly-drawn penis on the 
side of the yacht before scaling the side to set fire to the upholstery and smash as 
many glass parts as the tyre iron would allow. 
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 Back on shore, we watched smoke pour from the yacht’s cabin, quietly 
hoping the upholstery fires would spread further and consume the whole boat. The 
fire refracting on the water was even more beautiful than the sunset now past. With 
the plumbing thoroughly destroyed, and what little infrastructure in place thoroughly 
painted in the appropriate symbology, we made our way to the car, and thusly home. 
 When we arrived at my house, however, I found my belongings on the front 
lawn. The doors and windows were boarded, and on the largest box was a note. 
 
Jason, 
Some cunt told the landlord and the real estate agent we had cats and were 
smoking bongs inside. They also knew that we had you there off the lease. 
They told us we had twenty-four hours to fuck off, and some other cunt had 
bought it at short notice anyway but that didn’t matter because our contract 
was voided. Sorry we didn’t tell you, we couldn’t get through on your phone. 
Best of luck. 
 
Reading over my shoulder, Scotty clapped me on the back in commiseration. 
Janine did the same, although she was notably less gung-ho. I stood there, still 
holding up the piece of paper as I contemplated homelessness. 
“Fuck me … you can crash with the old man’s place for as long as you need,” 
Scotty began. I barely heard him. I couldn’t separate my anxiety from a blind rage 
that I could feel tingling in my extremities, compelling me to beat the nearest wall 
until my knucklebones were dust. I didn’t enjoy living there; but I enjoyed having a 
place to stay. I didn’t know what came next, but I knew I wanted blood. There was 
only one chump with the buying power to purchase buildings out from under, and 
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somehow, he’d known it was me that had injured his precious homestead. I didn’t 
know what I was going to do at this point, but I knew I was going to make McMillan 
pay.93 
  
                                                          
93 This line was also instrumental in the suspicion towards Jenkins. McMillan disappeared barely a 
month later and there were few leads to go on. Jenkins spent the next year in and out of police 
interviews. His admission of committing property damage on McMillan’s estate also saw him paying 
exponential fines and was furthermore used as evidence of intent for McMillan’s disappearance. Lack 
of evidence however, material or otherwise, saw the police visits become less frequent until eventually 
they left Jenkins alone, allowing him to make his escape to the border of Iraq-occupied Kurdistan.  
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